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Michael Harris, president of the Student Association (HUSA) .. and Dr. James Cheek, president of the University 
By Robert Taylor By Pearl Stewart 
lvlichael Harris , president of 
the Howard Univers ity Student 
Association (HUSA), expounded 
HUSA's major objectives and 
programs for the 1970- 71 school 
year in a HILL TOP interview last 
Tuesday. 
HUS A's principal t as k this 
year, accorcnng to Harris , will 
be the implementation of the much 
talked about $150 ,000 D. C. Pro-
ject. The D.C. Project, one of 
the main campaign themes of 
Harris and his "X" candidates 
during last springs' elections, 
envolves researching and evalu-
ating various community organi-
zations 'for the purpose of plac-
ing Howard University students 
"in a working role in trying 
to alleviate the problems facing 
the Washington, D.C. commun-
ity." 
other important projects which 
Harris said HUSA' s nearly 
$300,000 budget will go for (in-
cluding the D. C. Project develop-
ment of courses and resources 
at Howard from a Black per-
spective, the setting up of a 
communications network with 
Black colleges and universities 
throughout America, obtaining a 
ham radio set and teaching stu-
dents how to operate it, the con-
vening of a National Black Stu-
dent . Leadership Conference 
sometimes during October or 
November to work on the sur-
vival of Black education insti-
tutions in America. 
On the social scene, Harris 
stated, "We don't plan to have 
too many :SOCial events this year. 
The ones we do have will be for 
fund-rising." When questioned 
as to·whether this would generate 
resentment from Howard' s 
partying crowd, HUSA's top 
executive explained, "We intend 
to operate a fUnctlonal program. 
I 
We do not expect to keep every-
body happy." 
Harris gave a rather lengthy 
elaboration of his pet D. c. Pro-ject. He said that HUSA had nar-
rowed its list of target organiza-
tions to 21. These organizations 
had requested the help of a total 
of 498 s t udents. Harris com-
mented that a certain percentage 
of these students will be recruited 
from those students who has been 
"kicked off" the Work Studies 
Program. 
He continued that the Project 
was ready for the selection of 
people and for implimentation. 
"The rest is now up to the 
students, " said Harris. 
Commenting on the sometimes 
lack of order at student 
government meetings the senior. 
from Chicago stated that he in-
tended to ''make the senate into 
a work group this year because 
I am not going to preside over 
a circus." Harris added that he 
considered the recent favorable 
response to the referendum• on 
increasing student fees a "vote 
of confidence" for the HUSA 
leadership. He continued that for 
this reason and others he felt 
that there would be a decr ease 
in student apathy this year. 
When questioned on rumored 
conflicts among the top HUSA 
executives, Harris declared, "I 
don't know what the other HUSA 
executives think, you'll have to 
ask them." He later implied 
that he felt there were differences 
of opinion but no conflicts among 
the HUSA leadership. 
Harris concluded, "many 
people at Howard find it imp9s-
sible to deal with the reality 
of Black people in America.'• 
And that it was his desire to 
make it possible for them to qeal 
with it through such programs 
as the D. c. project. 
. ' 
Regardless of one 's personal views on President James Cheek's recent activities "on the hill" (serving on 
President Nixon's Com1nission on Campu~ Unrest). one must admit that Howard.'s fifteenth president is a 
nrnn of action . 
' 
''I can't talk about what needs to be done, and then refuse to do it when I ain given the opportunity," 
Dr. Cheek pointed out in an interview last week . The President 1nade it quite clear that he had encountered 
no conflicts, nor does he feel any regrets concerning his Commisslon work . 
Instead he is hopeful that the Commission's report , due for release this week. will aid the Nixon 
Administration in solving ca111pus problems, aJthough he ad1n itted that the research group niay have been 
.• . d " m1-;nan1e . 1 
.. Unrest :" Cheek asserted , " is what a cainpus ought to have. There should be confl ict'ii1g ideas, and 
students should believe that their generation can do things better than others." For these reasons. the . 
37-year-old administrator concluded, "The problem is not unrest ; the problem is disruption and violence.'' 
Aside fron1 the 111isnonler , Cheek found no fault with the Co1n1nission , its findings (which he could no t 
reve~11 . at . tha_t tin1e), or . hi.s ro ~·e in it. Inst ead as a Black Univ~rsity- p~esident : Cheek. ~considers his 
part1c1pation 1n the Con1nHss1on vital for the future of Black colleges 1n America. f 
• 
··1f you 're trying to ge t r,1tinnal leadership to become responsive to the needs of Blacks., and the way 
they are influenced is by tnc Prc .. ideJ1t (Nixon) , then it is incumbent upon me to impress \Jpon him the 
-;tra tegic position that Black institutions have ," Cheek stated. ' 
As an example of this "strategic position ," he mentioned the fact that "student unrest started with sit-ins 
at North Carolina A & T , not at Berkeley." And President Cheek stressed the fact that these actions were • 
founded on the concept of non-violence. "The violence", he continued , " was against these students.' .. 
Clearly Cheek's prin1ary interest in the Co1nmission was the special proble1ns on Black campuses, and in 
I 
general , the national proble1ns among Black people·· a fact w~ich may have been the basis f ?r th~ crucial 
question put to hirn on the nation-wide Face the Nation television program on which Cheek was 
interviewed in mid-summer. " Do you consider the Nixon Administration anti- Negro'!" he was asked . His 
response was: "The jury is still out." 
In his HILL TOP interview the President explained that Blacks, especially in the field of education, have 
just recently begun to express their grievances to the Nixon Administration , thinking in the beginning that · 
such actions would be useless. " If that's going to be our attitude, then why bother to make n~se about it?" 
Cheek still contends, however. despite his open attitude toward the Nixon administration, that he 
remains pessimistic about the national campus scene because of. the " blacklash from 1niddle f\merica." He 
feels that "any type of activism will bring repression." I 
On his own campus, however, the President's outlook is much more positive and hopeful, although he 
admits that many problen1s n1ust be overcome. The faculty, for one. Ch'eek noted that there are certain 
members of this particular body that he "needs to· talk to," as a result of last May's slight faculty uprising. 
He added , "Some people feel that I'm pro-student and anti-faculty , as if there's a difference.'! · 
• Cheek clarified this in another statement in which he expressed his desire to bring together the campus 
factions-students, faculty and administrators- into a united body that will progress as one. 1 
His pre-opening workshops were designed to help bring about such a united effort . Although the 
President is not certain yet whether the sessions answered the questions set up for it (Where ~re we going? 
How are we going to get there?) , he does feel that it helped to put into focus a wide divel'Sity of opinions 
and points of view. 1 
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All announcements of campus 
activit ies or events of Importance to 
be publlShed In this campu• bulletin 
must b• submitted no tater than 
Monday of the week the notice Is to 
appear. 
The notice Should be typewritten 
and double-~cec:t on eight by eleven 
Inch paper. It Should be placed In 
Vets and. 
dependents 
All veterans and dependents 
of disabled and deceased veterans 
are required to report to the 
Veterans Advisory service, 
Room 211; Adm inistration Build-
ing, immediately following regi-
stration each semester. 
Phys Ed for vets 
The following new regulation 
is in effect for veterans en-
rolled in the College of Liberal 
.\rts only, concerning possible 
exemption from certain physical 
education requirements: they 
'~ill be exempt from the 
Hygiene Section 01 requirement, 
if they pass at the 80th per-
centile of the Dearborn Health 
Knowledge Examination, a stan-
dardized written test for Col-
lege freshmen. 
Veterans and students 21 years 
of age or older when admited 
to the college ar e to be exempt 
from three activity phases, 
namely: Developmental, Recrea-
tional, and Elective, if they pass 
at the Above level of the Physical 
fitness test battery currently ad-
ministered to freshman and 
sophomore students at Howard 
·u niversity, 
D.C~ Proiect 
Any Student desiring to apply 
for participation in the Washing-
ton, D. c. Project or who is 
seeking further information: 
Contact: G.C. Ayers 
HUSA Office 
Room 324, Howard 
Student Center 
Phone: ,387-7279 or 797-6100 
ext. 761 
Foreign 
students' mail 
The Office of Forelgn Student 
Service is located on the sec-
ond floor of the Administration 
Building of the University. Cor-
respondence may be picked up at 
the counter by request and with 
appropriate university ID. 
Anuntagool, Thongchai (1) 
Eff1ong, Grace (1) 
Emole, Onuma K. (1) 
Fortune, Stephen (1) 
Freeman, John J, (1) 
Gessesse, Ayele (1) 
Johnson, Adosumu (2) 
Jones-Quartey, G.K. (1) 
Kofi-Lant, Edward (1) 
Kroma, Emerson Adu (3) 
Mandisodza, Moses (1) 
Mangaali, Samuel Wanzunula (1) 
Mgone, Grace (1) 
Nelson, Donald (1) 
Nepal, Jatinder Kumas (1) 
Ngwa, Jacob N. (2) 
Obi, D. B. (1) 
Offrum, Benedict A. (1) 
Olwal, G. A. Onyango (2) 
Opata, Fred (1) 
Persad, Jankee . (1) 
Rewes, J. Levi . (1) 
Reynolds, R. (1) 
Sa.kleh, SulaJ.man (2) 
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The HILLTOP mailbox in the 
Student Center or sent through the 
campus mall to The H 1. LL TOP, 
Howard Unlv•r•lty. , . 
To be eligible for publica~ion the 
activity or event must be ssion.sored 
by a caimpus ~roup and open to the 
public. 
Final decision on publication re.ts 
with The HILL TOP. 
Steele, Synette 
Wright, Ferdinand 
Zarintash, Diana 
Zwane, David 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
{l ) 
C h a i r m e m b e rs:. 
needed 
The Chapel Choir welcomes 
volunteer voices especially this 
year since the traditionally con-
nected choir with the Scheol of 
Music no I longer continues. Give 
your name to Dean Crawford 
or sign in the Capel Office. 
Face the people 
This program will be based 
on the concept of this nation-
wide program, F \CE THE ::-J A-
TIO~ 
The purpose of this program 
will be to present prominent 
and controversial personalities 
in the Dtc. commllllity before 
a panel of five peopl-e; the panel 
will cons~t of one Wldergraduate 
student, one gr aduate student, 
one administrator, one faculty 
member, and one worker. This 
program !will allow Howard stu-
dents to ~et first hand informa-
tion to what is going down in the 
community. 9 
The panel and personalities 
will be selected by members of 
the African Peoples Liberation 
Council, although any person may 
submit names. 
The p~ogram will be held every 
other W~nesday evening at 7:00 
p.m. co mencingSeptember 30th 
in Room 05 Locke Hall. 
Who's 1Who 
. 
Applidation blanks are now 
available I for nominations to ap-
pear in the 1970-71 edition of 
Who's Who Among Students in 
AmeTican Universities and Col-
leges. 
Persons nominated must be 
seniors in one of the under-
graduate schools and colleges of 
the · University. They must 
possess such chai:acteristics as 
scholarship; citizenship; un-
selfish service to the Univers-
ity and communtu; participation 
and leadership in extra-cur-
ricular activities and the promise 
of future usefulness. 
The · nominating committee is 
compos~d of students and faculty 
selectedl by the deans and coun-
cil presidents of the various 
undergraduate schools and ad-
ministrators. 
The quota of nominess thii:; 
year for Howard ls 36 students. 
Yea~book pies 
Seniors!!! Sign up for your year-
book picture in Room 103 of the 
University Center from 10:00 
am to 4:00 pm. before October 
2nd. Do~'t. be left out. Make your 
appointufent now. 
:chess 
Important Notice to all persons 
who play or are interested in 
learning ~ow to play chess, 
There V?ill be a meeting of 
the Ches~ Club on Tuesday (Sept. 
29, 1970) and Thursday (Oct. 1, 
1970) from 1:00-2:30 in the Stu-
dent : AcUvlties Building, Room 
110. . " 
Please : be , Promt, Inter-
collegiate ~ Collegiate Chess 
Tourn ent are being arranged. 
• 
• 
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English Dept. offers journalism 'majo~ 
Last semester's labors by an 
ad hoc committee of journalism 
students has resulted in the of-
fering of · a major sequence in 
Journalism by the English De-
partment. 
mentals of Journalism, Report-
ing and Editing, Newspaper Pro-
duction, The Magazine Article, 
The History of the Black and 
White Press, and Broadcast 
Journalism. Over the summer, 
Dr. Fenderson investigated the 
journalism programs of colleges 
throughout the nation to aid in 
the selection of courses for Ho-
ward's program. 
This journalism sequence will 
probably receive departmental 
status during the second 
semester of this year. It is stlll 
undecided as to who will head 
the department but Dr. Lewis 
Fenderson, presently a member 
of the English Department, and 
Cato Whitley, a former broad-
cast journalist with stations 
WWDC and WTOP, are principal 
candidates for the appointment. 
Along with basic communica-
tions courses, Journalism ma-
jors are required to take Eco-
nomics I, State and Local Gov-
ernment, National Government 
of the U. s., and Introduction 
to Afro-American Studies Parts 
I and II. Mr. Whitiey stated 
that these courses are nec.essary 
because "a Journalist does not 
The major sequence will con- · 
sist of bas 1 c communications 
courses such as the Funda-
• 
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YOUR 
PHOTO 
ON 100 
STAMPS 
ONLY $1. 
Send us an~ photoi:raph 
... black & wh11c or 
color. of y'our~t'll. your 
tamlly. I ricnd:. , pets. 
an~ 1h1ng . • ind wc"ll 
~end y0u JOO gummed, 
po:rloratcJ. -.1amp·sized 
picture~ . You'll find 
man\ u~c' 1or them . . . 
~c.1\ or .. ign y0ur lcllcr~. 
identity b0ok~ and rec 
ords. t he them for 'dale· 
bait, or JUSI for fun . 
, To get your I 00 pho10· 
>lamp\. ' simply cut the 
namc <oi\\ ineline from 
any Swmglin.: package. 
Enclo'c pho10 (which 
will he returned) with 
cash. check or money· 
- · order for $ 1 and send It 
wi1h the coupon hclow. 
~~ 
It's· easy! Buy a 
SWinglin~ 
TOT Stapler 
98¢ 
(inclu ding~!ooo 1 FREE stap cs and /4... , 
carryini; p uch). La111c1 7:i _,,7' I 
si1c CUB l)>esk $1aplcr -~~ 
or CUB H~n<l Stnplcr only SI 69 ~ 
tJnconditionally guaranteed. At 
Sl3ttoncry, \·ancty. and book stor~ 
C"> . 4. e __.=)UX,P~~J U' INC. 
ll 00 S/'ILLM-111 AVENU! lCINC ISIAND CITY, N r 11 JOI 
, 
only present the facts but he 
also places them in their proper 
perspective." He went on to state 
that Black journalists must have 
a bacgrolllld in the Social Sciences 
and they must have some know-
ledge of Blacks themselves . 
Thirty-six hours are required 
for a degree in JournA.lism. Ad-
justments arJ being made so that 
seniors can major in journalism 
and earn a degree this year. 
Along with 'Whitley, Howard has 
secured the services of Larry 
Still, a Public Relations Special-
ist with the U. s. Government; 
William Raspberry, a Washing-
ton Post jQ,urnalist; Revella C. 
Briscoe, a professional journal-
is~ and writer; and Harold Keith, 
HUD's Chief Press Officer. 
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Dr. Billingsly assumes V.P. post 
"Howard has to provide Black 
scholars and Black scholarship 
which are committed to the liber-
ation of Black people," responded 
Dr. Andrew Billingsley, newly . 
appointed Vice President of Aca-
demic Affairs, to what Howard's 
role ls in the Black struggle. 
Dr, Billingsley assumed of-
fice on JUly 23, He was Acting 
Chairman of the Ethnic Studies 
Department at the University of 
California during the 1969-70 
term. "We can no longer only 
train people to enter the pro-
fessions," Dr. Billingsley con-
Unued. "Black scholars must 
be passionately committed to the 
Black struggle. We need radical 
changes in liberation techniques. 
The faculty, the Students, and 
the community s~d work to-
gether as scholars." 
Stnce 1968, BWingsley has 
served as Assistant Chancellor 
for Academic Affairs and As-
sociate Professor of Social Wel-
fare at Berkley. He startedthere 
in 1964 as Assistant Professor 
of Social Welfare and Assistant 
Dean of Students on a part-time 
basis. Since July he has been 
the visiting Research Fellow of 
the Institute of the Black World, 
Martin Luther King Memorial 
Center in Atlanta, Ga. 
By Betheye Powell 
In reference to h1s present 
position, Dr. Billingsley said, 
"l think President Cheek has 
set a new direction for the Uni-
versity in h1s inaugural address. 
My job ls to help the President 
translate those goal into reali-
ties, to help the fac ty develop 
a new role in relev ce and ac-
curacy to the Blac struggle, 
and to work with th President 
and the facUlty in d~vlsing new 
ways of trying to mej t the needs 
of Black people." 
He said that Ho'ft'ard ls 
excellent place to initiate Dr. 
Chee.k's "new dir~tion'', be-
cause of its hlstocy, students, 
and leadership. "We must be 
radical, constructive, and Black 
all at once; we must seize the 
initiative to descri}?e our own 
situation and not leave it to 
other people," Billingsley said. 
He has attempted to do this in 
his book Block Ft11nili<'s in Wltit<' 
Amt•rica. · "We who are Black 
have to set the age da for our-
selves; we must or anlze our-
selves, represent ourselves, 
govern ourselves, d control 
outselves," Bllling ey stated. 
"We have to J concerned 
cl.bout the politics ~f liberation 
and be able to us all avail-
able resources of t e society to 
help liberate Black people from 
oppression outside and dissent 
within our own communities," 
Dr. Billingsley commented on 
politics. He also stated that we 
must educate to be able to act 
more effectively, but we must 
act and educate simultaneously. 
He feels that education shoUld 
serve the needs of the Black 
community. 
-
Previously, 1968, Billingsley 
was a Fellow at the Metropolitan 
Applied Research C en t e r and 
Program ConsUltant to the Na-
tional Urban League in NewYork 
City. 
Dr. Billingsley ls a native of 
Marion, Alabama. He attended 
high school in Burmingham, re-
ceived h1s A. B. degree in 1950 
at Grtnnel College in Grinnell, 
Iowa, h1s M.S. degree in· Social 
Casework from Bostm Univers-
ity School of Social Work 1n 
1956, his M.A. degree in soc'fol-
ogy from the University of Michi-
gan 1n 1960, and his Ph.D. from 
Florence Heller Graduate School 
for Advanced Studies in Social 
Welfare at Brandeis University/ 
Dr. Billingsley ls married to 
the former Amy Loretta Tate. 
They have two children. 
Onwuachi heads ....... ·frican Studies 
It would seem logical to con-
clude that the 1970- 71 school 
year at Howard depicts a period 
of change. One outstanding ex-
ample of thls ~ the newly ap-
pointed director of the Graduate 
Program in African Studies and 
Research. 
Dr. P. Chlke Onwuachi, a na-
tive of Nigeria, West Africa, 
considers his appointment, by 
President Cheek, to be a ser-
ious responsibility for all Afri-
can (Black) scholars." Dr. On-
wuachi, who was the director 
of the African Caribbean Stud- . 
ies Center and professor of 
Anthropology at Fisk University 
comes to Howard eminently 
qualified. 
He did his undergraduate s tud-
ies at the University of Paris, 
France, London University, and 
received h1s M.A. and Ph. D from 
St. Louis University. Additional-
ly, he is a fellow of the Amer-
ican Anthropological Association 
lean Anthropological Associa-
tion, a fellow of the American 
Sociological Association, Fellow 
of the Society for Applied Anthro-
pology; and a member of Who 
is Who in the American Men of 
Science. 
Although his directorship ls a 
new experience for Dr. Onwua-
chi at Howard, h1s association 
with the university eJ,Ctends back 
to the historical 1968 "Towards 
A Black University Conference." · 
At that time, he came to Howard 
as one of the organizers of that 
momentous event. Last spring 
he was keynote speaker at the 
By Stan Ferd nand 
~· 
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Dr. Chike Onwliacl i, new hea 
of African Studies. 
African Heritage Study Associa-
tion conference of which he is 
Co-Founder, and Chairman oflts 
Executive Board. 
A glance at his credentials 
mirrors "the man" as an Afri-
can· scholar '.'Ibo has definitely 
sought to bridge the mythical 
gap between academic achieve-
ments and political activism. 
Dr. Onwuachl views education 
from its "fUnctional" perspec-
tive, explaining, "It ls the type 
of education that wUl not only 
develop the Black man's innate 
abilities, but enable him to cope 
with the realities of his time." 
While at Fisk he dveloped a stu-
dent exchange project which will 
now be based in Howard's African 
Studies and Research Program. 
"Howard's program offers a tre-
mendous challenge, he stated, 
because it is the oldest in the 
nation. but yet it has lagged 
behind al others." 
Interpreting this "fUncUonal" 
concept of education at Howard 
he sta~es that it will seek as 
its specific objectives lo: (1) 
"Provlde a channel through which 
information on Africa and the 
African Diaspora, as areas in 
trasition, may be objectively and 
systematically investigated, and 
subsequently, interpreted to the 
American publlc". (2) "Provide 
a program where African 
scholars, and Americanscholars 
with interest in Africa, and the 
African Diaspora may be brought 
together. These scholars will be 
related to one another not only 
by their mUtual academic in-
terests but also by a common 
concern for one another, for the 
world, and for humanity". 
"Its general function", he 
added, "must be to revitalize 
the educational progress at Ho-
ward, giving it a true African 
perspective, i.e., the program 
should take leadership in 
formulating a meaningful, realis-
tic, and ideological perspective 
vis a vis the crisis of Black-
ness." 
At a post interview meeting 
with the faculty of his depart-
ment, which experienced a brief 
appearance from President 
Cheek, he defined the responsi-
bility of the department as a 
"collective function which sub-
sumes individual interest.'.' Ex-
plaining that the curriculum wlll 
aim to destroy the "psychological 
negativism" of student and 
faculty through "comparative 
(Continued on Page I 2) 
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Dr. Andrew Billingsly fro1u the Institute of the Black World. has been 
appointed Vice-president for Acaden1ic Affairs. ..Ing/ode P/101<> 
Cheek appoints Bryant 
to secure Univ. funds 
President James E. Cheek of 
Howard University has announced 
the appointment of Dr. James 
William Bryant as Vice Presi-
dent for Development and Uni-
versity Relations. Dr. Bryant, 
a Prqgram Advisor at the Ford 
Foundation in New Yor.\c, will 
assume office January 1, 1971. 
He will coordinate and direct the 
University's efforts to secure 
increased financial support and 
will work to strengthen the Uni-
versity's relations with the 
Feder al Government, the com-
munity of Washington, the Uni-
versity alumni, corporations and 
foundations, and with the general 
public. 
A native of Richland, Geor gia, 
Dr. Bryant ls a graduate or 
Tuskegee Institute, having earned 
his Bachelor of Science degree 
in Business Administration in 
1938. After completing a course 
.in machine accounting at the 
International Business Machines 
School in New York in 1949, 
he earned his master's degree 
from the Wharton School of Com-
merce, University of Penn-
sylvania, in l 9ril. During that 
summer, he did further graduate 
work at New York University 
Graduate School of Business. In 
1969, he was awarded the hon-
orary degree of L>octor of Laws 
from Florida Memorial College 
in Miami, Florida. 
Dr. Hryant began his p.dmlni-
stratlve career as an Applica-
tion and Enrollment Clerk in the 
Office of the Registrar at 
Tuskegee Institute after having 
received his degree there in 193 8. 
Since then he has held admini-
strative positions ~t Johnson C. 
Smith University in Charlotte, 
North Carolina; BookerT. Wash-
ington Business College in Birm-
ingham, Al ab am a; Florida 
Normal College in St. Augustine, 
Florida; Texas College in Tyler, 
Texas; and Hampton Institute, 
Virginia. He returned to Tuske-
gee Institute in 1945 and re-
mained there eight years as 
Cashler, Chief Accountant, and 
then Resident Auditor. 
• • 
In 1956-57, while serving as 
Assistant Business Manager at 
Hampton Institute, he had served 
as a consultant with the United 
Negro College Fund. He ~ame 
Business Manager at Hampton 
in 1957 and retained that posi-
tion until 1965, when he moved 
to New York to become Execu-
tive Vice President of the United 
Negro College Fund. After two 
years with UNCF, Dr. Bryant 
moved to the Ford Foundation 
as a Project Specialist in 1967, 
and in 1969 became Program Ad-
visor of the Fund. .. 
Dr. Bryant has been active in 
many professional and commun-
ity organizations including the 
American Association of Col-
lege and University Business Of-
ficers, and the College and Uni-
versity Personnel Association. 
He has published articles and 
reviews which have appeared in 
the College News Bull etin, the 
Annual Proceedings of the Amer-
ican Association of co1·ege and 
University Business Officers 
(AACUBO), and in the Report 
of the Ford Foundation. 
Shortly :i1ler· becoming Pres-
ident of the University last year, 
Dr. Cheek had llsted the division 
of Development and University 
Relations as one of the priorities 
toward which he would direct 
his initial efforts. He said at that 
time, "The increasing demands 
upon the University in the areas 
of teaching, research, and puhllc • 
service, indicate that the Uni-
versity must move immediately 
to establish Us goals and ob-
jectives, to determine the 
financial resources required, and 
to devise ways and means of pro-
curing such resources to.achieve 
these objectives.'' 
New counseling 
director arrives 
. . ' 
summer spent with commission 
. Dr. Carolyn R. Payton, a for-
mer associate professor of psy-
chology, will return to Howard 
this fall as Director of the Uni-
versity Counseling Service. Her 
appointment, effective August 1, 
was announced b'y Dr. Carl E. 
Anderson, Vice President for 
Student Affairs. She will replace 
Dr. Frederick Watts, who retired 
last June. 
With the completion last week 
of the Scranton Commission's 
report on Campus Unrest, Presi-
dent James Cheek concluded h1s 
work thls summer as admini-
strative advisor on Black 
colleges. 
Dr. Cheek's role as consultant 
grew out of the initiative he 
took this past spring 1n arrang-
tng a meeting between the pres-
idents of 14 Black colleges and 
President Richard Nixon. In the 
wake of the slaytngs at Jack-
son State 1n Miss., and in Augusta, 
Ga., Cheek telegrammed Nixon 
on May 14 for a conference 
urging him to: ". • • take the 
same profound poUUcal risk" in 
deallng with the nation's racial 
crlsls as he bad in Cambodia. 
In a reportedly candid two-
bour session oo May 21, the 
college' presidents expressed the 
"anger, unrest, and frustration," 
of Black college students and 
Blacks lD general. 
By Gwen Ross 
The next day, Nixon named 
President Cheek as part-fime 
consultant to Vanderbilt Uni-
versity Chancellor Alexander 
Heard on campus affairs. Hts 
job: "To interpret the mood and 
the ideas of the Black campuses 
to the President rather than re-
present the administration to the 
c o 11 e g es." Hts 1 assignment 
necessitated that h, take a leave 
of absence from t e University 
Wltll JWle 30. 
• 
Before assuming the post, Dr. 
Cheek called a special assembly 
on May· 26 to assure the Ho-
ward community that he Would 
not "settle into" the job if 1t 
was merely "window dressing'' 
or turned out to be an empty 
ge.sture. 
His term as consultant was 
near its end when, on June 13, 
Nixon appointed him to the na-
tional commission on campus un-
rest, headed by former Penn-
sylvania governor W i 111 am 
Scranton. Statements by Cheek 
and Black Harvard fellow Joseph 
Rhodes, especially with regards 
to the Jackson incident, were 
criticized as showing racial ani-
mosity. On the Jackson slayings, 
Dr. Cheek said: "I think there 
ls a possibllity, a r~al possibil-
ity, of armed confrontation. Stu-
dents are determined that they 
are not going to . be fired upon 
and not be prepared to fire back, 
and I think that it ls a dangerous 
kind of situation when students 
are confronted with officers who 
over-react." 
Th1s same forthright percep-
tion was shown in a joint memor-
andum with Chancellor Heard on 
July 22, fn which Dr. Cheek 
pointed out the essential dif-
ference in the outlook of Black 
and white students, the credi-
• 
bility gap between the Nixon ad-
ministration and Black youth, 
and the historic repression of 
Blacks by pollce. Shifting his 
focus, Dr. Cheek noted the forti-
tude and initiative shown by Black 
college students and their 
parents, and stressed the need 
for federal aid to low-income 
students. 
President Cheek's stand on 
issues regarding the national 
Black community led to h1s ap-
pearance on CBS television's 
"Face the Nation," on Aug. 2. 
He told his questioners and the 
nation that Blacks and college 
students fear growing repres-
sion by the Nixon administra-
tion. 
Jn recent weeks, Dr. Cheek's 
work with · the Scranton Com-
mission has taken him to col-
lege campuses around the na-
tion. for hearings on student un-
rest. 
' 
Dr. Payton has been with the 
Peace Corps for six years. She 
resigned from the faculty at How-
ard in 1964 to become chief of 
Peace Corps Selection for Latin 
America, and in two years was 
responsible for having selected 
some 4,000 volunteers for ser-
vice ln Latin American countries. 
In 1966 she was appointed deputy 
director of the Peace Corps pro-
gram ln the Eastern Carribean. 
After one year, she was1 made 
director of the program and has 
been responsible for all aspects 
of the 1 i5-volunteer Peace Corps 
program in that area. 
Commenting on the appoint-
ment of Dr. Pa)ion, \"ice Pres-
ident Anderson said that she 
will "significantly strengthen,. 
the student personnel prbgram 
at Howard. 
• 
.. 
• 
\ 
I 
.. 
, 
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HUMP participants board mobile Health Unit: 
Former counselor heads 
placement and careers 
Dr. Carl E, Anderson, Vice 
President for Student Affairs at 
Howard University, has an-• 
nounced the appointment of 
Samuel M. Hall, Jr., as Direc-
tor of the Office of Placement 
and Career Plannin!?'. 
Mr. Hall, who was direct~r 
and academic counselor in the 
Office of Career Plann.ing and 
Placement at Delaware State Col-
lege for the past three years, 
organized the entire operation of 
the college placement office there 
and was responsible for the voca-
tional counseling of all students. 
He a 1 so was resp.onsible for· 
organizing occupational and gra-
duate school information. 
Before joining the faculty of 
Delaware State, Mr. Hall had 
served as an Educational Pro-
gr am Specialist and Advisor in 
the school districts of North 
Carolina, Kentucky and Okfa-
homa, where he helped imple-
ment the Civil Rights Act of 
1964. He had served previous-
ly as director and assistant pro-, 
fessor of education in the Career 
Development Center (CDC) at 
Langston University, in Lang-
ston, Oklahoma, 
After receiving his Master of 
Arts degree in Education frpm 
Michigan State University in 
1965, he had worked as 
Counselor-Coordinator for the 
Employment Upgrading Program 
of the public schools in Lans-
ing, Michigan. A native of Sagi-
naw, Michigan, Mr. Hall com-
pleted undergraduate work at both 
Ferris State College and at Wes-
tern l\Hchigan University. 
In announcing ~1r. Hall's ap-
pointment at Howard effective 
July 1, Dr. Anderson said that 
the University was "fortunate in 
having him as a member of the 
staff m view of his training 
and esperience in career 
planning, counseling and place-
ment. " 
.l'vtr. Hall replaces Walter J. 
Hawkins, who has been appointed 
Administrative Assistant to the 
Vice President. 
THE HILLTOP 
HUMP 
" # \ 
Having received its requested 
$84,000 planning grant from HEW 
this May, Howard's Mississippi 
Project (HUMP) has forged a-
head with plans for a compre-
hensive health center in Quitman 
County, Miss. 
The grant, which HEW refUsed 
to make last winter, has en-
abled HUMP to hire a develop-
mental staff. This staff ls charged 
with investigating the feas ibllity 
of the project and writing the final 
proposal. 
At present, the staff includes 
Project and Dental Director, Dr. 
Joffie Pittman, a Medical Direc-
tor, .Dr Jean Linz au, a community 
developer, Ronald Ausbrooks; 
two communit y developers -
Rev. o. w. Ingraham of Quitman, 
and Sybil Manning of Washington, 
and several secretaries: Sil-
vanlta Nebblett, Angela Davidson, 
and Diane Washington. 
In addition to solving the med-
ical -needs of the predominatly 
Black county, HUMP seeks to 
improve housing, sanitation, rec-
reaction, and the overall socio-
political conditions. "You can 
not cure a man and then send 
him back to the same poor envlri-
ronment," Dr. Pittman pointed 
out 
·HUMP aims to train enough 
Quitman residents in medical and 
para-medical skills so that ulti-
mately, the project will be a 
commwlity-sustained effort. A 
September 26. 1970 
keeps movin' 
By Gwen Ross 
non - prOflt community corpora-
tion has been organized to support 
the project once Howard and 
gov e r n m en t backing ls de-
creased. 
Dr. Pittman estimates that 1t 
will take $3 !l'Mllion to implement 
the projectt".1l'lans call for the 
proposal to be submitted to HEW 
for review and funding by Febru-
ary, 1971. 
In t h e meantime, HUMP has 
been attempting to fulfill some 
o ( the residents' immediate 
health needs and continuing its 
fund- raising drive. 
This past summer, after den-
tal students were unable to meet 
the deadline for licenses in Mis-
sissippi, project officials brought 
400 Headstart youngst.ers to D. C. 
tor treatment. Some 100 5-year-
o 1 d s were bussed to Howard's 
campus each week in August. The 
children were housed in the Home 
Ecomonics Building. Howard 
secretaries, Home Economics 
majors, and Greater Washington 
Girl Scouts cared for the child-
ren, with the supervision ot Mrs. 
Kittrell, department head, 
The University Food Service 
·directed by Mr. Joseph Steward, 
provided balanced meals for the 
pre-schoolers. In addition to den-
tal care, some 13 children were 
operated on for hernias, and 
others were treated for special 
eye and heart conditions. 
P'roject plans for transporting 
a mobile health unit to Quitman 
CoWlty this summer were set 
back by dlff1cultles in acquiring 
license and later, insurance. 
Dr. Pittman, who Ukes to look 
on the positiv~ side, says the 
delay allowed them time to buy 
several new items of equipment--
portable dental units and blood 
analysis njachines -- for the' 
mobile. The health wlit will serve 
as a roving clinc and eventually 
as a satellit,e clinc to a permanent 
facility in Marks, Miss. · 
Increased coverage by the 
p res s in recent months has 
brought the1 project national and 
international attention, and as a 
result, boosted its fund-raising 
efforts. HUMP has been featured 
in JET magazine, on NBC's Hunt-
ley-Brinkley Report, and on West 
German television. 
The project will get a local 
assist this October, when Mt. 
Gilead Baptist Church presents 
a musical, "A Negro Leg-
acy," in Cra.mton Auditorium. 
The grea,est assistance to the 
project, Dr. Pittman feels, can 
come from the students in each 
of the schools and colleges. 
"A student's education isn't 
only in the classroom. He will 
gain broader insight into com-
munity problems through field 
training in oommunlties through-
out our nation," Dr. Pittman af-
firmed. 
Toast and Strawberries 
2009 ~STREET N.W., WASH. D.C. 
GIFTS' MEN.SAND WOMEN.SWEAR 
TEL : (202) 234-2424 
OPEN 10 - 7 P.M. SUNDAYS 1 - 6 P.M. 
WHOLESALE - RETAIL 
------··· 
Rosemary Reed • 
James G. Robinson 
Helen A . Moody 
Scenes from 14th Street disturbances this week, after a no-knock raid on the Fairmont St. Amsterdam Apts. Smitty Photos 
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The HILLTOP ne·eds Y.OUI ' 
• 
Students, faculty, administrators, alumni ..... 
Subscribe to the HI LL TOP for.a friend or relative. 
Writers, photographers, poets, artists ..... 
Submit your creative work to the HI LL TOP. 
Editor: ! 
Journalists, would-be journalists, freshmen ..... 
Try out your journalistic skills as a HI LL TOP reporter. 
Our office is located at 2215 4th St. NW (next to Bethune). 
Enclo~ed is four dollars ~$4.00) for a subcription to the HI LL TOP for the 1970-71 academic year. Send to: , 
I' 
Name (print) 
• 
Address j 
• 
City State Zip 
Mail to: Editor, The HI LL TOP, Howard University, Washington D. C. 20001 . For additional subscriptions include 4.00 and 
nc.me and address on a separate sheet of paper. 
• 
• 
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September 25, 1970 THE HILLTOP 
Telegram to Dick 
Law students to r liberators' 
Les Gaines, Student ~ar As-
sociation president, annowiced 
that he had sent ;Y telegram to 
President Nixon, charging him 
with pursuing policies "that will 
surely lead to violence and blood-
shed," during a press conference 
held September 14 in the Moot 
Court Room of the Law school. 
Gaines al s o announced that 
henceforth, students of the Law 
School will be known as liber-
ators and not as law students. 
Joining Gaines at the press 
conference were David Walker, 
president of the Black American 
Law Students Association, who 
read a list of seven proposals to 
combat police brutality; and 
Frank Garret, president of the 
recently formed student division 
of the National Bar Association, 
who outlined plans to secure 
summer employment for law 
students. 
Claude Roxbury, conference' • 
moderator, told the approximatly 
225 students and newsmen pre-
sent that the theme of the con-
ference would be "Yesterday's 
lynching is today's police bru-
tality." 
The telegram sent to Nixon 
started by citing the students' 
concern "about the plight of 
Black people in the hands of law 
enforcement agencies throughout 
the country." It ended with the 
warning "unless some measures 
are taken by your administration 
to counteract this police brutal-
ity, violence will errupt in our 
cities." 
When asked whether he ex-
pected a reply from the White 
House, Gaines said, "Of course 
not. I don't expect for the tele-
gram to have any relevance. As 
a matter of form, we sent it so 
that he could be aware of the fact 
that we are aware of what's 
going on." 
Gaines explained that until the 
legal oppression of Black people 
stops, " we w 111 not refer to 
ourselves as law students •.•• but 
as liberators. We must be. about 
the business of liberating Black 
people, and not the promulgation 
By Regln1ld Hlldebr1nd 
of those laws which have en-
slaved us.' ' 
When asked whether the name 
change would bring a change in 
curriculum offerings Gaines ex-
plained ''In terms of substance 
no." He added that the important 
change would be in the way that 
'the material is taught. 
"You may describe a case to 
me so that I think the defendant 
is some sort of culprit that should 
be dealt with, or you can make 
me think that the dude ls being 
repressed by law. Then I will 
want to attack that law and change 
it, as opposed to wanting to get 
out there and perpetuate those 
laws." 
Gaines expressed confidence 
that the Law School administra-
tion would go a 1 on g with the 
change but added "As a matter 
of form they may want to hold 
President Nixon : 
David Walker read a list of 
seven proposals of the Student 
Bar Association to combat police 
brutality. The proposals stated 
that police should not be per-
mitted to use firearms "except in 
self-defense or in the defense of 
a citizens life." According to the 
S.B.A.,if a pollceman shoots an 
unarmed suspect he should b.e 
fired, charged and dealt with as 
if were a civilian committing the 
same offense. 
The proposals also stated that 
white policemen should Uve in 
the same neighborhoods that they 
patron, and that communities 
should control the police "as an 
employer supervises and admin-
istrates the functions of his em-
ployees." 
Finally the liberators pro-
posed that dum dum bullets should 
be outlawed and that the omnibus 
' 
' We at Howard Law School have become greatly concerned about the plight of 
Black people in the hands of the law enforcing agencies throughot.t the country. 
We ~eel that ~ t is your dutv as l>resident· to encourage law abidingness no t by 
r~pr~ss1<?n, legaltzcd ~lurder but. extending to all groups genuine equality and 
ehm111atmg the barncrs that have disenfranchised our people and undermined 
their respect for the law. ' 
' We feel that t11e present administrations attitude toward law and order is one 
that ha~ given impetus to the devcl<:>pment of a conspiracy thesis between Black 
and whites. ~uch a development will surely lead to violence and bloodshed. We 
know that tlus is no t yo4r desire nor is it ours. 
We are sensitive to the atti tudes and ·feelings of our people. We wish to state 
that unless some measures arc taken by your administration to counteract this 
police brutalitv. violence will errupt in our cities. 
off, but I know what the stu-
dents are going to do.'' 
The law scltool will part1c1:. 
pate in the HU~A D. C. pro-
ject by providing, "whatever 
legal expertise is needed:' Gaines 
said. He also said that they will 
try to make the law known to the 
student body as a whole, so that 
students won't be getting ,busted 
for things that they wouldn't have 
had to, if they had known about 
it." 
Gaines pointed out that the 
liberators will continue to give 
legal aid when emergencies arise 
as they did in Augusta and Jack-
son last spring. "We're going 
where the people are, wherever 
they're being oppressed, shot 
down and killed." he pledged. 
The crime bill should be repealed · 
Walker callect upon tne country 
to demonstrate that the law can 
represent justice "for the first 
time." 
He added that he would trv 
to operate as if the country 
were "one race" but conceded 
' "we can't do that really." Walker 
concluded, "If it is indicative of 
this society that the law of the 
minority is to benefit the few .. . 
there ·is but one answer - armed 
revolution.'' 
Frank Garret said that he ,was 
concerned about the scarcity of 
summer jobs for law students. 
"I can assure you that when 
summer comes around, not only 
.for third and second year law 
students, but for first, you'll have 
some place where you can go 
1practice and learn the law," 
Doug Moore discusses BUF 
"Stokely was the catalyst that 
brought the organization into ex-
istence'' were the words of the 
dynamic and articulate chairman 
of D.C. 's Black United Front, 
Rev. Douglas Moore, in a recent 
ingervlew. 
~ug, as he is called by his 
friends, is no neophyt to the 
movement. He remembers all too 
well the bouts he had with racist 
whites as a paperboy in his 
ho met own of Hickory, North 
Carolina. Rev Moore was a class-
mate of the late Dr. Martin 
Luther King at Boston Univer-
sity, and remembers how the 
yowig King.was well-liked by his 
fellow students. 
Before entering Boston how-
ever, Doug spent a year at 
Howard University in the School 
of Religion. In the words of Rev. 
Moore, " the Howard chicks were 
so messed up. I didn't even date 
them. This was at a time that 
the colored "asstocracy" was in 
ascendency." 
In the spring of 1968 Stokely 
called a meeting to form an 
organization to address itself to 
the needs of Washington's densely 
populated Black community. 
Moore recalled, "I guess that 
I was a sort of link to the 
preachers." About 150 - 200 
people att.ended the first meeting· 
thus the inception of tlie Front: 
A m on g those at the first 
meeting were such civil rights 
not ab 1 es as Charles Cassel, 
Walter Fauntleroy and present 
city coun c il . vice chairman, 
Sterlint Tucker. The organization 
got its first projection of public-
ity in April of '68 following the 
death of Dr. King. (Unfortunately, 
we are still in a state of mental 
slavery when a black organization 
By Roy Allen 
, 
_ _.' 
Doug Moore as he spoke last year in Crampton Auditorium. Anxlade Photo 
has to be recognized by the news with Pan- Africanism. Probably 
media before it receives cr edi- the most recent issue that agaiu 
bility .) brought the Front to the media 
According to Re·r,:erand Moore, was its fight against the uurea-
the city council held a meeting ~onable and unjustified hike in 
a few days after the assasination bus fare to 40 cents. The front 
and had nothing on the agenda was to return to the U.S. Court 
about the civil rights leader's of .Appeals on Sept. 17th. 
death. Since the city council saw In April the BUF annowiced 
tit to overlook one of Black the fowidatlon of a Black Eco-
people' s gr e at est m a rt y r s, nomic Development Corporation . 
drums were brought to the IBEDCO),designed to provide the 
meeting and everytime a council vehicle by which Black people 
member overlooked the fact, the can collectivize th:::ir resources. 
drums were played. "There were Though the organization is re-
about 350 rough and tough bloods latively young, its record of fights 
~ that meeting," against injustices is a long one 
Today the Front ls divided in- here in the District. We say more 
to 10 committees ranging any- power to Brother r.1oore and the 
where from education and com- BUF and may they keep the fight 
munications to a section dealing going. 
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Les Gaines speaking at Law School press con f~rencc. 
A 11glade Pho to 
Project plans finalized 
' 
at sessions he.ld in ·Va: 
By Stan Ferdinand 
Gloucester, V~rginia -- With 
last spring's suspension of re-
rular classes, Howard students 
found themselves exposed to dis-
cussing the socio-political plight 
confronting Black people. Imme-
diately, these discussions re-
vealed a serious gap between 
Howard University and its sur-
rounding Black community, set-
ting-in- motion a concern among 
students for commwtity involve-
ment. .. 
The Student Association D.C. 
Project is an outgrowth of this 
attitude. The three-day, Sept. 
8-10 planning session, held at 
the Morton Conference Center in 
Virginia, "was called to finalize 
plans for the project" , explained 
conference coordinator, Tony 
Steward. 
"1 see our goal as two-fold," 
added HUSA President Michael 
Harris in explaining the direction 
of the conference workshop top-
ics: "The working structure we 
are here to cr eate as a long 
range goal will make an insti-
tutional commitment to the D.C. 
Black Community by Howard Uni- · 
versity. Secondly, "Our immed-
iate goal is to break-down the 
sterotype attitudes of both t he 
campus and the community to-
wards each other.'' 
l're - empting the three pre-
parect workshop topics in favor 
of an open gtbup discus~lon, co-
ordinator Stewart explained that 
the research1 and development phase of the project was carried 
out this summer. Leonard Har-
vey, a stude!¥ summer worker, 
described the data collected on 
one hwidred N. W" community or-
ganizations. The information he , 
explained, was obtained through 
a questionnaire circulated in the 
community that scr eened each 
organization's program, man-
power, and resources. 
Fellow student, Buddy Wilson 
outlined a special summer pro-
• ~am - - The Southeast Com-
munity Profkt -- funded in-
part by HUSA which was or-
ganized around ~ nucleus of stu-
dents and parents in order to 
compensate 'for · defects in the 
D. c. school system. According to 
John Williams, project director, 
the concept of "reconditioning" 
Black s tudents to learn provided· 
the basis for ,communication be-
twe~n students, teachers, and 
parents. , 
The urgency of the issues being 
discussed was a conspicuous con-
trast to the country-like tran-
quility of the conference setting 
located on the edge of the York 
River. 
(Continued on Page 12) 
D.C. Project begins r 
HU leaves 'ebony tower' 
By Gwen R oss 
" Howard University must beg in the 
long journey back home. It can no 
longer exist in an ebony tower of 
social detachment and philosophical 
neutrality."-HUSA. 
The Howard Unlversitv Student 
Association plans to· start flil-
filling these words October 1, 
when it activates 1 ts multi-
component D. C. Project. 
The original project proposal 
calls for the community-involve-
ment programs, one from each 
school and college in the Univer-
s ity, totaling an estimated 3.8' 
million dollars. 
According to Project, public 
relations head Gary Ayer s , con-
tinuing efforts are being made to 
fully fund the proposal. At pre-
sent, however, the HUSA budget 
can only implement a 5-compo-
nent project. This scaled-dowfl 
version of the D. C. Project was 
formulated this summer by a 
15 - member student planning 
staff. 
At the center of the project 
is CORE - - Commwiity Organi-
zation Research and Evaluation. 
Teams of researchers will study 
the problems facing the District's 
Black community as a first step 
to setting up needed programs 
and services. The findings will 
be made available to the com-
mwiity and Howard through 
neighborhood information cen-
ters. 
To combat growing addiction on 
Campus, a two-pronged Drug-
Alcohol Education and Research 
P r o gr a m will be undertaken. 
Faculty information rather than 
fallacies , fear tactics, and moral 
judgements will be provided. . 
Through SEP--Supplementary 
Educational .Program --- ,HUSA 
seeks to broad~n the learJling 
experiences 1of the D.C. school 
child, The plan will be initiated 
at Mott Elementary, and Ban-
neker and Terrell Junior Highs. 
Some 25 Howard students, drawn 
from varlo~ areas of the Uni-
versity participate in intensive 
programs to build basic skills. 
in reading, writing, and the soc-
ial sciences. The tutors will al-
so be charged with increasing 
the student's Black awareness. 
This past summer, 37 students 
worked with parents at the Gld-
d in gs Elementary School in 
ln__southeast in a pilot SEP. 
Skills and talents of 500 other 
Howard stud~nts will be tapped 
for the commwii~y Intern and Vol-
witeer program. These students 
w i 11 be pl~ced in 21 service 
organizations Un the Nort~west 
area. Serving in either ·a volun-
teer or paid capacity, students 
will work to alleviate local pro-
blems, gather research on com-
munity agencies and conditions, 
broaden their own educational 
exp e r i e nc ~ and improve re-
lations between the Howard com-
munity and the surroundingcom-
munlty by Jolrling forces with 
its residents~ 
The Southeast Community Pro-
gram aims to develop a total 
approach to the problems of 
(Continued on Page 12) 
As freshme n arrived to begin their 
college careers ,.established members 
of the Howard community met in a 
Pre-Openi ng Workshop to determine 
the University's di rection for the 
'70's. 
President James Cheek called on 
representative.s from the student 
body. administration, faculty. and 
non-teaching personnel to help 
establish "a firm sense of direction, 
aims, and goals" for the University. 
He asked the conferees to apply 
three basic questions to ten areas of 
vital concern to Howard . The 
questions: 
Where are We? Are We Going? How 
On We Get There? 
The Issues : 
Howard's Role, Responsibility as a 
Black University; Its Structure and 
Philosophy . Curricula Change, 
Financing a Black University, Its 
Practical Output to the Community, 
I. H 0 WARD UNIVERSITY'S 
ROLE AND RESPO,NSIBILITIES 
AS A BLACK UNIVE~STY 
Warren Henry, Chairman 
Robert Martn, Pamela Preston 
Elwood Chisolm · 
PREAMBLE: We the members 
of the Howard University Com-
munity hereby declare that How-
ard Univers ity is a Black Univer-
sity by the following definitoo.It 
Eliminating Racism at the University, 
A Need for Synergism, Special 
Problems, Graduate Education, 
Management and Administration. 
During the three-day (Sept. 11 -14) 
workshop headed byDr. E.W. 
Haw t honie, the conferees were 
assigned to groups according to their 
interests. They were free to attend 
any other workshop session, but 
could only vote in their assigned 
group. 
The resolut ions from each 
workshop were presented for 
discussion at a plenary session. Below 
are the resolut ions formulated by the 
study group on "Howard University's 
Role and Responsibil ities as a Black 
University." Resolutions from other 
workshops will be printed in weekly 
installments. 
in front of Rankin 
Anglade Photo 
is one which defines the goals 
and aspirations of Black people, 
and whose mission and responsi-
bility i~ude the setting up of a 
vanguar for the benefit of Black 
people. I is charged with active 
involvement for social change 
based not upon the presupposition 
of racism, but rather upon 
TRUTH and EXC ELLENCE.Con-
sequently, Howard University as 
a Black Unversity, is not an 
t 
; r {, 
ti 
I . 
. 
I 
,,, 
( r j_.dbtl 
Michael Harris, Chairman of the workshop on racism, and Olive Taylor of the History department , at 
Cheek's Pre-opening Conference. One of the decisions that came out of the workshop was that racism is a 
universal system of white supremacy. Ang/ad~ Photo 
• 
end in itself, but the means to an 
end. One of the major goals 
then for Howard as a Black 
University, is to contribute 
greatly to the realization and cor-
poralization of a world society 
wherein the growth of human 
freedom and human dignity will be 
the preoccupation of man; and, a 
world society wherein color will 
be coincidental to its existence 
rather than the sine qua non of 
it. 
• Howard University's historic 
commitment to the education of 
poor and minority students who 
matriculated with extremely het-
erogeneous academic attainment 
and diverse cultural experiences 
has made its r ole in higher edu-
cation a difficult and unique one. 
Our dedication to freedom and 
liberty has been a continuous 
one; in fact._ toclay, it has reached 
a new dimension. As a result of 
the civil rights struggle, the 
Black Power movement, the im-
pact of two World Wars and the 
significant rise of African na• 
tions to independence, Howard 
University. has been summoned 
once again to take upon its shoul-
ders the great task of helping 
Black people to turther realize 
their capabilities. Ours ls aspe-
cial and serious charge. Goals 
must be redetermined and roles 
must be redefined. We must not 
. stand aloof from the great issues 
and questions of social changed, 
s~al goals, and social purposes . 
The university cannot afford the 
luxury of moral neutrality and 
social passivity. We must act 
as .a university dedicated to total 
involvement in the pursuit of 
human freedom. 
The goal of Howard University 
as a Black University is the 
achievement, in each dscipline, 
of an excellence in scholarship, 
research and service that will 
contribute especially to the Black 
community and to the world com-
munity. Therefore, all facilities 
and resources must be 1.1tilized 
to achieve that end. Further , 
Howard must be the agency; the 
clearinghouse, and repository for 
Afro-Americans. 
our libraries and historcal 
records must grow replete with 
the fruits of our scholars hip 
and research labors, to be sought 
out and recognized by the world 
community as the archive which 
cootains and maintains the best 
scholarship concerning the Black 
world. 
Our university can bring to the 
country and to the world, as 
P resident Cheek has so succinct-
ly phrased it, "• •• a profoundly 
new sense of man •s worth and 
ultimate nobility, and building 
upon that, create for ourselves 
and tutu re generations, a new 
humanism which may prevent 
the destructioo of ••• mankind.•• 
INTRODUCTION 
Few will argue the accuracy 
of the present grading system, 
testing procedures anCi methods 
of evaluation presently used in 
the University. Students and fac-
his full potential. . I . 
R ECOMM ENDA TION 
1. It is recomm,ended that a 
,. study group be formed and 
,.. charged with the responsibility 
• 
.~ 
of devising an eva lµation system 
which includes tne consideration 
of the following specifcs: 
A. the cultural linquistic 
preferences of Black people. 
B. those soli~ aspects of 
the course of study which were 
emphasized during a given per-
iod. 
C , to investigate the crea-
tion of a more accurate sym-
. . 
bolog which reflects progress 
made. · 
STATMENT 
All departments and.schools of 
the U:niversity shou ld become 
involved and committed to rend-
. ' er seryice in projects planned 
" and executed in ,tull cooperation 
with our community. This consti-
tutes legitimate involvement. 
R EX::OMM ENDA TION 
ulty have indicated in scholarly 
journals and in academy corri-
dors that the evaluation ofhuman 
ability is very difficult and pre-
sently lacks accuracy and preci-
sion •. One needs only to consider 
I. Q. tests and other methods 
of testing human ability to subs-
tantiate this point. We believe 
the University must provide an 
atmosphere conducive to the 2. We recommend that: 
A. students receive aca-learning process, We turther be- ' 
lieve that the goal of a teacher ~ demic credit throughout the Uni-
shou ld be to help students learn • ., versity (as is the practice in 
(Evaluation systems should be some schools) for communityln-
devised to chart progress.) And volvement and service. • 
that of the student should be to 
exert himself fully in achieving 
' All prices before 4 :00 p.m 
Walk-In Customers 
(Continued on Page 9) 
' 
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Project Awareness 
By Robert Taylor 
. Marking the tenth anniversary 
of ProJect Awareness, this year's 
chairman, Roy · Allen, is pre-
paring what 1he considers the best 
list ever of guest speakers to 
appear at Howard. 
The list includes such political 
and theological personalities as 
Muslim Minister Louls Farakan, 
Huey P. Newton, Jesse Jackson, 
Rev. Albert Clerge and Charles 
37X Kenyatta. Literary figures 
such as Sterling Brown and Sonya 
Sanchez are also scheduled to 
appear. 
Allen's "pet proJe.;t" , how-
ever, will be the attempt to get 
former President of Ghana, 
Kwame Nkrumah to appear at 
. 
• 
Howard. Getting Nkrumah, who 
many consider the most brllllant 
Pan - Atricanist in the world to-
day, said Allen wlll be a dif-
ficult task because the state De-
partment usually considers 
African leaders such as Nkrumah 
security risks. 
Project Awareness also hope~ 
to bring l::itokely Carmichael back 
to Howard fo_( what has become 
his yearly visit. Interestingly 
enough, it was Carmichael, who 
whlle a student.at Howard, started 
the Project Awareness program 
to mak~ the Howard University 
community more poll t le ally 
aware. 
Allen pointed out the symbol-
ism in this when he noted that 
THE HILLTOP 
the first speaker Carmichael 
brought to Howard undertbe aus-
pices of Project Awareness was 
the then number one spokesman 
tor Elijah Muhammed and the 
Nation of lslam--Lou1s Farakan. 
Commenting on the rumor that 
Project Awareness also hoped to 
bring white politicans to address 
the student body, Allen declared, 
"The only reason I would bring 
white pollticians to campus would 
be to heighten the contradiction." 
The reason for the invitation says 
Allen, "Agnew ls talking some 
very fascist shit and Black people 
should dig on it." · 
Thls year the student body wll:i 
be given the opportunity to parti-
cipate in the selection of guest 
speakers to appear on campus. 
Sheets will be distributed in order 
for students to submit names to 
Project Awareness. 
• 
. More conference resolutions 
B. involvement In commun- affecting Black people every-
ity servce be solidly considered where, e.g. active support for 
in salary increases and promo- Home Rule in the District. 
tions of faculty and adminis tra- 4. Howard University support 
tors. •, and encourage the pUblicatlon 
C, additional opportunities of departmental newsletters with 
should ·be found by which student materials and equipment in the 
and faculty should participate interest of intra-University com-
voluntarily in the community. munication as well as to keep 
3, Howard University become the .general community abreast 
a forum for the examination of of .its progress through the Of-
crucial issues and take a forth- fice of Public Relations. "The 
right stand on crucial issues Office of Public Relations should 
~~~ 
• 
Sam Wallace, HUSA tresurer. Fagin Pl1oro 
Treasurer Sam Wallace 
discusses HUSA budget 
By Reginald Hildebrand 
Due to a $10 increase in stu-
dent fees, Sam Wallace, this 
year's Student Association treas-
urer will preside over the largest 
HUS A budget in history. · 
dents a program which he cited 
as one of his highest priorities. 
When asked if there would be 
any changes from last year in 
the way that funds are to be al-
located he replied "Definitely. 
last year organizations came and just asked for money. This year 
more vigorously purse inform-
ation to contribute to a braoder 
dissemination of information 
which relates to current events , 
activities, and concerns of the 
University community, 
5. Howard University's insti-
tute a systematic effort to re-
duce the over-emphasis on "par-
tying" and channel student ener-
1 gies into social activism and 
intellectual pursuits. 
STATEMENT 
We recognize the progress that 
has been made in the-up-gradng · 
of women on campus; yet there 
is much to be done. 
RECOMMENDATION 
6. Howard University make 
further efforts to eliminate re-
maining discrimination against 
women so that together men and 
women can achieve a greater 
measure of human fulfillment as 
we chart our destiny. 
7, Howard University give 
proper recognition to individuals 
for outstanding achievement in 
culturally unique endeavors. 
a. Howard University encour-
age activities, symbols, and val-
ues that gender a respect 
appreciation and expression 
of the African experience and 
Black life- styles in a positive 
manner. 
9, Howard University, within 
the area of communication, de-
velop, explore and expand exist-
ing facilites for the purpose of 
training, educati<1n, participa-
tion, cultural fulfillment, and u-
nity, 
• 
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No damn room 
By Ernestine Stripling 
This year students at Howard as counselors to students needing 
University tace new problems, assistance. Working on a stipend 
programs and changes. The Of- . of $200 a semester, they are 
fice of Housing ls having dlf- expected to set up office hours 
ficulty in accomodating students in their rooms to do illf ormal 
requesting rooms, anew Resident counseling, to assist students in 
Assistant program has been set understanding the campus, and to 
up in the dormitories, and Merl- refer them to places to get their 
dian Hlll has become a Co-ed problems solved. 
dorm. 
In an interview Monday, Edna A committee of s taff and 
Calhoun, Associate. Dean of Stu- students who selected these 72 
dents (Housing), explained that students out of approximately 150 
t students on the basis. that they 
there ts a grea er problem in have leadership ability and have 
housing students thls year be- shown an interest in students 
cause there~ a greater demand through extra-curricular activ-
' for on-campus housing. 
One of the reasons for · this, 
she speculates, is because all· 
students passed • their courses 
last semester, thus leaving very 
few vacancies for incoming stu-
dents. She said that last year, the 
Office of Housing didn't have as 
great a problem because a new 
dormitory, Bethune Hall, had 
been opened for students. "What 
we need", she joked, "is a new 
dorm each year." · 
Another reason for the housing 
problem this year is 'that the 
admissions office has been ad-
mltting students past the dead-
line date. 11Some of the students," 
she commented, "applled late and 
were accepted with the under-
standing that there wasn't any on-
campus housing available. Yet, 
Dean Calhoun said, they came to 
her office anyway. Thus, shewas 
faced with the problem of finding 
rooms for them. 
Because of this shortage, stu-
dents have been moved into Car-
ver Hall, a men's dormitory 
that was closed for repairs thls 
semester. Dean Calhoun also 
found it necessary to turn single 
rooms in Meridian Hill into 
double rooms. She stressed that 
this is only a temporary arrange-
ment. "As soon as we get va-
cancies in the other dorms, we 
will move the 150 students living 
lo Carver into those rooms. The 
same is true of Meridian Hill." 
It is her hope that by the end 
of the semester, all the stu-
dents in Carver and the extra 
students in Meridian Hill will 
be moved to available rooms in 
other dormitories. 
In order to help the students 
living in the dorms, a Resident 
Assistant program has been set 
up. This program consists of 72 
juniors an d seniors who are 
placed in the dormitories to act 
tiles. They were also required 
to have a 2.5 average. 
• 
When asked if the program ts 
worthw-.e, one resident assis-
tant commented, "Yes, because I 
feel that we can close the gap 
which in previous years seems 
to have existed between adminls-
tratlon and students. Because 
we have office hours, we are 
freer to sit down and discuss 
the students' questions and pro-
blems with them. 
Along with;the Reside~Assls-
tant program, there is other ' ' 
change in the housfa~ si
1 
uation. 
Meridian Hlll, w~ was pre-
viously an all-gir.t ; d9rm, is 
nqw a ·co-educ~tion~ dormitory. 
For the first time, male ~udents 
will be living on th~eighth noor 
in this dorm. Dean •Calhoun ex-
plained that the oridnal plan was 
to have them sta~ on the six- • 
th, seventh and eighth floor, but 
again because of th~ousin~ pro-
blem: it was reduced to only the 
ei~hth floor. 
During the summer Bethune 
H a 11 became a col educational 
dorm on a trial basis. Dean 
Calhoun said that Meridiflll Hill 
became co-ed instead of Beth-
une because "Meridian Hill has 
better facilities for eo-ed living. 
They have their own dining hall 
and swimming pool.. The· dining 
h.all and pool can offer good co-
educational living.'' She also 
added that there were more girls 
requesting on-camil,US housing 
than men and since Bethune only 
houses 300 students, she felt ,, 
that Meridi~ Hill, which is 
.. larger, is the better place. 
Although at the moment th.e 
Housing Office is having pro-
blems, Dean Calhoun feels that 
the process of housing students 
is improving. " Over the long 
run", she comment~d, "most 
people get what they want." 
The HUSA budget will be voted 
on at the first meeting' on the 
22nd. Wallace advised all inter-
ested students to come to the 
HUSA offices and volunteer their 
services. He commented, "the 
best way to know what is going 
on is to get involved.'' 
they will have to show that they 
fit into our over all scheme • . 
we expect them to in some way 
be serving either the students 
or the community," 
Student trustee ideas • voices 
Wallace stated that the HUSA 
budget will consist of two parts. 
The student share . will total 
$131,000 and thattheD.C. P roject 
will entai l another $151,000. 
Wallace chose not to reveal the 
specifics of the budget untll alter 
it has been presented to the 
HUSA Senate. 
The D.C. project will be funded 
from monies ga.Jped b'om the ten 
dollar increase in student fees 
that the student body approved 
by almost a four-to-one margin 
in a referendum mailed 
out this summer. 2007 votes were 
counted 1546 in favor of 
the increase w hi l e 461 were 
against it. 
' 
Wallace commented, "I con-
sider this pretty good, The last 
time they had an election for an 
increase in student fees th~ vote 
was 1100 against and 300 for." 
He then outlined the way that 
money will be channeled into the 
project. 
"We;re not just giving money 
to organizations but we're giving 
manpower to those that need as-
sistance and help." Wallace said 
that HUSA wlll pay the salaries 
of students it sends to work in 
the community. 
According to Wallace the lar-
gest portion of the $131;000 re-
gular budget will go for the pol-
iUcal education of Howard stu-
He added, "If a brother has a 
program that is going in the op-
posite direction from the way 
that we are going, 1n my opinion 
we don't intend to fund him. Of 
course the final decision will de-
pend upon the senate.'' 
Wallace pointed out that some 
groups, such as the cheerleaders 
wlll continue to be funded as 
they were last year. He also 
revealed ·plans to gain additional 
fUnds from concerts and other 
special events sponsored by 
HUSA. Wallace· said that thls 
year entertainers wlll be asked to 
come to Howard on behalf of 
Black students and the D. C. Pro-
ject. He feels that when artists 
are approached in this manner 
many will be willing to appear 
for a minimal fee or for just 
travel expenses. 
Wallace indicated that HUSA 
has already begun to streamline 
it's budget, 11We have cut back 
specifically on programs that we 
felt were irrelevant like building 
decorations. Those funds are 
going to our political education 
program." 
The treasurer plans to have 
working with him a budget com-
mitt-ee composed of HUSA sen-
ators, HUSA executives and stu-
dents. In addition, he said that 
he intends to penodically pub-
lish an explanation of HUSA ex-
penditures and distribute it to the 
student body. 
' 
' E'ric IDlghes, one of the two 
student representatives on the 
Board of Trustees, stated last 
Tuesday th at he entered thls 
year 's first board meeting with 
scepticism but left with a feeling 
of confidence. Highes made these 
comments in an lilLL TOP in-
terview. 
" I felt very good about lh e 
meeting. I felt that we (the student 
and faculty representatives) were 
really listened to. Plus we were 
prepared to make an imput," 
Hughes stated. He added that be 
felt the inclusion of student and 
faculty representatives on the 
board would "close thecommun-
ications gap and improveefficiency 
and understanding." 
Durililg the meeting Hughes said 
he rais:ed a procedural question 
concerning President Cheek's 
appointment of Dr. Mllton Wilson 
as the Dean of the new School 
of Business. Hughes said that he 
was prompted in his action alter 
being approached by a group of 
students who felt that the former 
head of the Business department, 
Dr. Irons,should have been named 
head of the new school. 
However, Hughes later stated 
that he was satisified with Dr. 
Cheek's explanation and expres-
sed hope that students in business 
By Gwen Scotton 
will a l s o understand Cheek's 
~tion. 
Hughes fu.rther commented that 
he was optimistic about the con-
tributions that he could make to-
w.ard school policy and that he 
felt students s h o u 1 d become 
aware of the seriousness of the 
position to which he was elected 
and the consequent advantages for 
the student ~Y 31 a. whole. 
Hughes st ated that hls main 
interest now was to get students 
and faculty involved in the pro-
blem of selecting deans forthose 
• 
t 
schools that do not have them. 
"I think students :lnd faculty 
should . ge t together an9 make 
recommendations for deans to 
Dr. Cheek. I think he will be 
receptive/' Hughes ~ remarked. 
Whlle Hughes admitted that he 
had no definite plans to submit 
to the board, he has been ap-
• pointed to a committee on student 
affairs which meets in tqe next 
few weeks. 
. . 
The next trustee meetinis '.Vlll 
be held in late October. 
• 
• 
' 1 • ~ ~f'f ,~ I ·- I 
Eric Hughes of Fine Arts, member of Board of Trustees 
• 
• 
• 
.. 
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LASC execs rap frosh; 
Holton calls class 'tired' 
By D onald Bradley 
In a speech designed to ac-
\ quaint the incoming Freshman 
class with the APLC (African 
Peoples Liberation Council for-
merly L ASC) President .Jo~ Hol-
ton br anded the Freshman class 
as being "tired." r-
"How come you look so bad?" 
Holton asked as he attempted 
to arouse the audience out of 
its indifference. He pleaded with 
the audience to move closer to 
the fr ont of the auditor ium as 
a display of cohesion. Holton 
remarked, "I see some dudes 
sleeping, slouching and some 
dudes still rappin from last 
night." 
Ht= warned the Freshmen about 
the dangers of drugs and ad-, 
vised them that student govern-
ment should take steps to combat 
the campus drug problem. Hol-
ton expressed some optimism as 
to the immense potential the 
incoming FRESH1\1EN POSSESS! 
He urged them to draw strength 
from one another so as to over-
come fear during any crisis. 
Holton anounced a second 
Freshman tour of the city which 
will include the inner city. 
In closing remarks, Holton 
quoted the Last Poets "Niggers 
will party and bullshit and party 
and bullshit, etc.' ' 
Another speaker, Roy Allen, 
treasurer of the APLC, asserted 
that the 1970' s must be a period 
of mobillzation and agitation. He 
cited CAP (Cowicn of African 
People) as an organ of mobili-
zation and unity among Blacks 
on Howard's campus , 
Allen criticized Howard Uni-
versity for teaching Western 
values via the educational pro-
cess. He stated that this dis-
qualified Howard as· a Black Uni-
vers ity because Western values 
interpret other cultures as in-
fer ior. 
He went on to cautio:i the 
Freshman concerning the dan-
gers of Marxist- Leninism ::i.s it 
relates to the Black struggle. 
Allen pointed out that Marx dealt 
with Wes tern Industrial societies 
during the Intfustrlal Revolution. 
Further, the 1"1arxist- Leninism 
viewpoint contends that white can 
work along with Blacks to ad-
vance the Black struggle. Allen 
stressed that such an idea was 
stretching the limits of absurd-
ity. 
After the mr:!eting ended with 
an announcement of another 
m.~eting for September 28th, the 
Freshman class spillt.:t .: · . o~ 
C!'amt.)•i \ <•1itorium s1>em1nJ1Y 
eager to get to the boat ·ride 
to party an•1 bullshit, etc. 
THE HILLTOP 
Roy Allen speaks before incoming Freshmen a t Cramton Auditorium. 
• Brittain Photo 
DuBois' widow Comments 
The widow of w. E. B. DuBois, 
71-year-old writer and militant 
Shirley Graham, who was denied 
ther. recently grated a visa from 
the Justice Department to enter 
the United States from Cairo, 
Egypt, maintains that Egypt and 
Garnal Abdul Nasser, in their 
role in the Mideast crisis, ar 
''defending Africa's most im-
portant gates against imperialist 
aggression. ·· 
In a firsthand account of her 
observations published in the 
. .. 
September issue of TH E BLACK 
SC HO LA R, Mrs •. DuBois warns 
that ''should her (Egypt's) 
Befenss fall, Africa would be in· 
danger of being ground unde,r 
the heel of those who are deter-
mined to dominate and hold in 
subjugation not only this conti-
nent (Africa), but the entire col-
ored world."' 
Anti-~rug program comes here 
Recoonting the history or Egypt 
and its ties to Black Africa from 
the ancient days of the Roman 
conquest f Egypt before the 
birth of Jesus to the present 
day, Mrs, DuBois points oot that 
for two thousand years European 
powers managed to keep some 
kind of European rul~r over 
Egypt. Gamal Abdl Nasser was 
its first indigenous head of state. 
''The Western powers hate him 
because he has broken the chan 
of their power over Egypt," Mrs. 
DuBois explains . 
'l;'ield Colonel Rafiq Bilal of the 
Blackman's Development Center 
addressed a small group of stu-
dents last Friday in the Biology 
Greenhouse on the Blackman's 
drug problem. 
Rafiq stated that drugs are 
keeping a great number of Black 
people enslaved and in prisons . 
"It is also the major factor in 
the rising D.G. crime r ate," 
he explained, 11 85% of all D.C. 
crime is drug related." 
"The real danger with drugs 
now is their exposure to our 
younger brothers and s isters . 
The addicts who come to the 
center for treatment r ange in 
age from 9 to 65. The pushers , 
who are Mafia backed, don't care 
who they sell it to anymore. 
This is why the government is 
slowly phasing out the Mafia. 
They began selling the garbage 
to white people'', asserted Rafiq. 
According to Rafiq, the Black-
man's Development Center has 
treated 15.250 people since its 
beginning 1n May, 1969. He 
added, "This has resulted in the 
loss of hundreds of thousands of 
dollars that would have went~ 
to the pockets of the Mafia and 
their nigger lackeys." The quan-
tity of dope in the capsule has 
increased from 1 to 5 per cent 
since the program started. The 
rest of the capsule contains talc, 
baking soda and embalmtngfiuid. 
' By Ronald Freeman 
Imagine that shit flowing through 
the brain" 
In contrast to Blackman's Dev-
. elopmeut Center, says Rafiq~ the 
D.C. government's Drug Treat-
ment Center bas only treated 45 
people in two years because when 
an addict goes there they ask 
" How much does your habit cost? 
How do you get the money? If 
you commit crimes to get the 
money, when and where? It's 
obvious that the handcuffs are 
coming next." 
He commented further on the 
difference between the two pro-
grams. 11 Both programs use 
methadone to treat addicts but 
the government program is one 
of 'Methadone Ma.1nta1nancti ' 
which is really methadone ad-
diction, Methadone eases the 
pain of withdrawal from heroin. 
The D.C. government program 
gives the heroin addict 40 mllii-
grams of methadone and the doses 
go as high as 110-115 milligrams 
per day. This changes the addict 
fro m one drug to another and 
doesn't relieve his suffering; it 
just lowers the crime r ate since 
the addict can get a free high 
On the other hand, the Black-
man's Development Center starts 
the addict with 10-15 milligrams 
of methadone and in 3 to 10 
days he receives no more." 
Rafiq ended by saying that the 
drug problem is race related and 
all drug users are "suckers". 
(Continued from Page 1 I I IT 111 ~I ~II 
One of the principal problems 
discussed in the workshops, and 
one of the President's most ser-
ious concerns is the financial 
crisis of the University. "We . 
have so many deficiencies al-
ready," he stated, 11that tor us 
to have to start cutting back will 
affect our progr~ss.' ' He said 
that the $2 million deficit has the 
University ''retrenching" in-
stead of " growing!'. 
Cheek is aware that students 
are extremely dissatisfied with 
the cutback in the work-study 
and scholarship funds, but he 
explained that government money 
is allocated for specific things, 
and that student aid funds are not 
in the federal appropriations for 
the University, but in a separte 
appropriation. He added that ap-
proximately $1.2 mllllon ts re-
ceived from all outs ide sources 
for student aid, but that about 
$1 million more is spent. "This 
money," he stated, "must come 
from within the University it-
self." 
Another prqblem that is of 
great concern to the Presldent 
is the drug abuse that has been 
plauging the campus for some 
time. " The students," Cheek 
stated, "need to make an all-
out ettort to expose the drug 
peddlers." Student go·1ern1nent, 
he believes, should seek ways 
to keep pushers ott the campus, 
and students should be reminded 
of the serious impairment that 
drugs have placed on the struggle 
of Black people. 
DespUe the difficulties with the 
faculty, funds, and euphoria, Ho-
ward's still somewhat new Pres-
ident is optimistic about his sec- . 
ond year at the largest Black 
institution in the country. " The 
student mood," he said, gives 
him hope. This mood he views 
as one of "excitement and 
anticipation." He concluded, 
after mentioning the Student As-
sociation's D. C. Project, 
" They're finally getting them-
selves together. " 
• 
Brother Rafiq· highlighted the 
effectiveness of his group by 
noting that their work thus far 
. t had resulted in the shooting <.lr,: 'r° I\ 
of ou1) of the organization's mem-
bers and the burning of one of 
its buildings. 
It 1s lnli?r•:i·;i :.'.lg to .t.ii •1 that 
there were considerably more 
people at the boatr ide than at 
these seminars. 
A. 
~ . 
D. 
G. 
However , despite the fact that 
some chains have been broken and 
the fiercest struggle on the Afri-
c an continent has culminated in 
the recent Tripartite Alliance of 
the UAR, Libya and the Sudan, 
(Continued on Page 15) 
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JEWELERS 
938 F ST. N. W. 
~VE 8-6525 · 
Jewelers Since 1932 
I 
September 25, 1970 
Howrir.dite aids 
welf q,re moms 
By Evita PaM:hall 
"Nixon's present welfare pro-
gram provides a budget of$1,600 
for a family of four but his bud-
get for his three dog s is 
$2,375," asserted Charlie Good-
man, the only Howard stud~nt 
that actively participates in the 
local Welfare Rights Organizat-
ion, -: ' 
Goodman says that he helps 
welfare ·recipients know their 
rights, demand their r ights , use 
their rights, and protect their 
r ights . • 
This 5umrner, t he Welfare 
Rights Organization engaged in a 
furnitur~ Campaign. II In many 
homes, chil~ren have nowhere to 
• sleep," stated Goodman . The 
furnitur~ campaign started with 
two demonstrations at the Wal-
• fare Offtce. The Civil Disobedi-
ence Squad · maized , clubbed, 
and jailed forty mothers • 
i The campaign was then dir-
ected t<;> the Mayor. However, 
the Mayor gave the recipients no 
help. "HEW promised funds for 
furnitur~, but never gave any. 
Accordi,Pg to Goodman, the Wel-
fare Rights Organization has not 
yet been able to secure furniture 
for its :i;ecipients. . 
A conference was held at How-
ard this sum "ller to give leader-
ship training to the mothers , 
such as explaining welfare laws, 
food st:µnps and housing laws. 
" The director and assistant 
director of the welfare office 
are white. Congress gave the 
office 1-1/ 2 million dollars to 
help welfare," Stated Goodman, 
"but to; kew their jobs, the 
directors gave the money back." 
Goodman s!lid thath1s personal 
. fight is -to get a Black director , 
in the lqcal welfare office. Go:>d-
' man feels that the white directors 
do not . know what it 1s to be 
poor and a welfare recipient. 
Goodman said that presently 
there is a drive to obtain funds 
fro m , " Tille" approprlations. 
According to Goodman, TWe 1 
money is being used to improve 
schools. The school board feels 
that improved classroom bulld-
(Continued OJl Page 19) 
c. 
F. 
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• 
·A. 99.50 
B. 125.00 
' c. 150.00 
~ o. 175.00 
. E. 200.00 
F. 225.00 
, G. 225.00 
H. 250.00 
. I. 300.00 
... 
' 
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Jeff Donaldson 
named Chairman 
of A~t · Dept . 
• By Robert Taylor 
By L arry Coleman 
Somewhat different but unop-
posing opinions were expressed 
last week on the achievements 
of the Atlanta, Ga. Congress of 
African Peoples. Two Howard 
students who attended it gave 
their separate views. 
Cheryl Trawick and Nairobi 
Njamma (born Jessie Dixion) both 
participated in the Congress and 
were both members of the His-
tory Workshop. But they emerged 
from the Congress with different 
views on its success. 
When asked his general im-
pression of the Congress Brother 
Njamma replied, "The work-
shops wer.e beauti.fUl." And he 
added that he considered the 
Congress, "The first • attempt 
at the ·national and international 
unification of our people." 
Conference 
(Continued from Page 6) r 
10. Howard University publish 
a current and comprehensve 
document detailing the many a-
reas in which the University is 
renderingservices to the local, 
national and world communites, 
that there 'may be more informa-
tion available about these ser-
vices and more complete utiliz-
ation of these services; e.g., 
medcal, dental , social, etc, 
Sister Trawick, on the other 
hand, was impressed 11by all the 
finery the speakers, and the at-
mosphere", an atmosphere which 
she described as "one o~ Black-
ness." Unlike Njam~, she 
stated that she did not gft much 
out of the workshops. 
Replying to the questlon of 
what they considered the overall 
accomplishment of the Congress. 
Cheryl said," It was getting a 
group of (Black) people together 
and discussing issues." Both 
Nairobi and Cheryl were asked 
whom they considered the most '. 
impressive speaker at the Con-
gress. Nairobi, without any 
hesitation, named Imaru Ameer 
Baraka (formerly Leroi Jones) 
because of his "dynmicness. " 
Cheryl, meanwhile, said she 
re sol u lions 
11. Howard University develo~ 
a wide range of program.s of 
continuing edcation for people 
in the community at various lev-
els of education, In some cases 
ths requires the opening up of 
some campus faci lity for super-
vised use; in other instances it 
would mean sending Howard per-
sonnel into the community for 
extension where reauested. 
(To be continued next week) 
'Harambee' producer hired 
for HU Urban Affairs 
WASHINGTON, D. C. -- E. 
Lovell Dyett, acting associate 
executive director of the Joint 
Center for Political Studies in 
Washington has been named 
executive assistant to the Pres-
ident for Urban Affairs at Ho-
ward Universit:r. He assumed 
office on Septemb.er 1st. 
Mr. Dyett, 34, will coordinate 
all urban affairs projects at the 
University. Although he will be 
dealing ma.1nly with activities 
outside the academic areas, he 
will strive to develop student 
projects which hopefUlly, wm 
channel the energies of Howard 
students into community a!!airs. 
He will be concerned also with 
organizing research and urban 
affairs projects of! campus. 
Before becoming affiliated with 
the Joint Center, which is oper-
ated by Howard University and the 
Metropolitan Applied ·Research 
Center, Inc., Mr. Dyett was Urban 
Affairs Director for the Post-
Newsweek stations. He was re-
sponsible for the formulation of 
urban policy for WTOP radio 
and television stations. In addi-
tion to pr oducing "Harambee", 
·a dally, hour-long, black- interest 
·program, he was commentatorof 
the weekly "Washington News 
Conference. " 
A graduate of Bethune-Cook-
man College in Daytona Beach 
Florida, Mr, Dyett attended gra-
duate school at Boston Univers-
ity and at Harvard. lie worked 
briefly at the First National Bank 
of Boston; first as a commerical 
teller and then as a manage-
ment trainee. 
In May 1964, Mr. Dyett gave 
. -
up ban.king as a career and be-
came Community Action Super-
visor for the Commonwealth Ser-
vice Corps in Massachusetts. 
He was responsible, for organiz-
ing . Community Action Councils ' 
throughout the state of Massachu-
setts for the Office of Economic 
Opportunity. 
He spent the next three years 
with Action for Boston Commun-
ity Development. As Director for 
Community Organization, he 
supervised a staff of 15 com-
munity organizers who developed 
a total of eleven, independent-
ly funded, Area Planning-Action 
Councils in Boston. 
Despite a dlsfavorable politi-
cal atmosphere in most of the 
state, he succeeded ln or gan-
izing 4 7 councils that year. 
Neighborhood Employment Cen-
ters, four skills development 
centers, and other community 
oriented innovations. 
Befor~ .1oinJ.nir WTOP in Feb-
ruary 1969, Mr. Dyett was a 
Manpower Specialist with the 
Manpower Assistance Project in 
Washington . . The young urbanlst 
directed the Ford sponsored 
Manpower Internship Program 
for the Manpower Assistance 
Project, Inc. He also helped the 
Department of Labor develop its 
manpower delivery systems in 
major urban areas, 
Dr. Cheek appointed a Task 
Force on Urban Affairs at the 
University last March. He 
charged the group to undertake 
an immediate study to find ways 
in which Howard University could 
use its resources to help the 
nation and its people find solu-
tions to urban affairs problems. 
· He then stated: 
"As a university located in 
an urban environment and his-
torically devoted to the welfare 
of a minority population, Howard 
University is faced with the 
obligation to become an active 
participant in the search for solu-
tions to problems related to the 
urban scene." 
Dr. Cheek said. "Society must 
depend upon its institutions, not 
only to provide the ingredients 
for social stability, but also the 
direction for social change. Ed-
ucational institutions and par-
ticularly institutions of higher 
learning inescapably, in our 
society, become the meeting 
ground where the issues of social 
value and social change come to-
gether," 
Because the •urban crisis' 
and the •racial crisis' interlock " 
' Dr. Cheek continued "col-
. , 
leges and un1ve·rs1ues which have 
~orically and traditionally 
opened their mission and 
purpose, and directed their re-
sources and efforts with refer-
ence to the problems related to 
race, cannot escape their r e-
spons ibility to address them-
selves determinedly to the crisis 
of the cities." 
Mr, .Dvett believes that he 
can be instrumental in develop-
ing a system of activities for 
Howard University. He plans to 
work closely with the student 
organizations and with the ad-
ministration. "Our first job will 
be to evaluate our present ac-
tivities- -then add new ideas or 
<Continued on Page 13 l 
-
was most impressed by Muslim 
minister Louis Farakan. "His 
whole thing was together," she 
said. She continued, "They (The 
·Muslims) don't talk; they do. 
They deal wi th the Tate 
things. ' So, impressed was 
Sister Trawick by the Muslim 
minister that· she admitted that 
if Farakan and asked for people 
to join the Nation of Islam "I 
would have raised my hand" As 
far as the workshop on history 
was concerned, both felt that the 
most important resolution passed 
was one on the writing of a 
comprehensive history of Black 
people by Black historians from 
around the world. "in order for 
you to act on your future you 
must know your history,• 1 de-
clared Sister Trawick; 
Finally, Nairobi and Cheryl 
were asked: "What did you gain 
personally frorri being a part of· 
the Congress of African 
Peoples?" Njamma, who was 
selected as one of 25 people from 
his workshop to represent . the 
Congress in a ftltµre meetin~, 
stated, "I saw the coming to-
gether of different liberation 
movements and learned what was 
going on in them." 
• 
...._ 
Sister Trawick, implying a 
need for more realism on the 
pa.rt of Black people, concluded, 
"As a whole, I was stimulated 
by Baraka and Farakan but at this 
time emotionalism is not the 
motivating force that we need to 
act upon time." 
Orang_eburg book released 
(Press Release) 
FBI agents lied to their Justice 
Department superiors during a 
civil rights investigation into the· 
.. 
1968 Highway Patrol gunfire that 
killed three black students and 
wounded 27 others at Orangeburg, 
South Carolina, according to a 
book by two prize- winning news-
men who covered the story. The 
book , THE ORANGEBURG MAS-
SACRE, will be published by 
World on September 25. 
The FBl's duplicity hampered 
the investigation, authors J ack 
Nelson and Jack Bass report. 
Although the Justice Department 
eventually brought nine Patrol-
men to trial on charges of impos-
ing summary punishment, all 
were acquitted. 
THE ORANGEBURG MAS-
SACRE raises serious questions 
not only about the investigation 
into the shottings at Orangeburg, 
but about the FBl's overall role 
in civi l rights enforcement. 
The fatalities at South Carolina 
State, the first recorded on a 
college campus in the modern 
wave of student unrest, were 
s~bjected to a lengthy FBI invest-
igation, The FMI also investi-
g~ted the shotting deaths of four 
whites at Kent State University, 
and of two blacks at Jackson State 
College, as well as many other 
cases of college disorders. 
In a foreward , Professor 
Thomas F. Pettigrew, a Ha rvard 
University race relations s pe-
cialist, writes that the book '•ans-
wer s why black college youth 
today are so singularly alienated 
from their country.•• 
Nelson, a Pulitzer Prize win-
ning investigative reporter for 
the Los Angeles Times, and Bass, 
a ward-winning Columbia Bureau 
chief of the Charlotte Observer, 
wrote that three FBI agents wit-
nessed the assault at Orangeburg, 
but that ••almost incredibly'' the 
Justice Department did not learn 
of this until three months later. 
The book quotes former Deputy 
Assistant Attorney General D. 
(Continued on Page 16) · 
• 
Jeff R. Donaldson, former 
Northwestern University Lec-
turer, has been named Chairman 
of the Art Department 1n the 
College of Fine Arts. The brother 
brings with him a set Qf im-
pressive credentials. · 
Brother Donaldson graduated 
from Arkansas State Colle~e with 
a B.S. degree in Art Education. 
He received his M.S . degree in 
Art Education from th~ Institute 
of Design at the Illinois Institute 
of Technology, and is•presently 
a Ph.D. candidate at Northwes-
tern University. 1 
Besides havine:taught at North-
western, Donaldson has also been 
Chairman of the Art Department . 
at Marshall High . Sc~pol, an art 
lecturer at Chicago City College, 
and Assitant Professor of Art 
3i Northeastern Illinois State 
College. He was convener and 
direc_tor of the First National 
Conference of African-American 
Art Historians, and narrator of 
the television speci<il, "Black 
Pride". ' 
' He is a member of various 
professional or~izations 
among them the Organization of 
Black American Gult~re (OBAC) 
and National Art Association • 
Brother Donaldson has been 
the . recipient of numerous 
awards. Most significantly, he 
was chosen the 11 Best in Show'' 
at the Art and Soul Competition 
in Chicago (1969) and "Best 
Paintings in Show" at the Black 
Expressions 1969 Competition. 
Articles written . by Brothei: 
Donaldson have been published 
in such journals and magazines 
as Black World, Cultural Affairs, 
College Board Review, and the 
lliinois Artist-Educator. 
Recen:: art exhibitions include 
one-man shows at Malcolm X 
College, Brown University, Uni-
versity of Chicago, Lakeside Gal-
lery, Northeastern Illinois State 
College, and Gladys J'estaurant 
(Chicago). 
Being a much sought . after 
speaker, Brother Donaldson has 
spoken at many major universi-
ties, on television, and at myriad 
conferences. . 
Donaldson waived an' interview 
until he becomes m~ore settled 
in the department. 
I 
Fax desires change in arts 
11 Our goal is for a college which 
is going to reflect the genius 
of our Black people," Dr; :Mark 
Fax, newly appointed Acting Dean 
of the College of Fine Arts, 
made this declaration in an HILL-
. . 
TOP interview last Wednesday, 
" We intend to use our 
genius first,' ' he continued, ','we 
don't intend to follow beaten paths 
are for beaten men." 
Dean Fax also stated that he 
is very optimistic in his hopes 
and plans to make the College 
of Fine Arts more relevant to 
the students and the Black Com-
munity. 
Dr. Fax said that he is a con-
servative man, but only in his 
belief that great works of art 
are those which have survived 
through tbe ages. He also said that 
he ls a stubborn man. This makes 
him press on to those changes 
that survived with time and re-
mained unchanged. Such are the 
changes he is trying to achieve 
in the College of Fine Arts. 
' •we intend to use talent where-
ever we find -it," Dean Fax 
stated .when discussing the chang-
By Betheye Powell 
es in the Dr ama Department. 
The department has no head be-
cause Dr. Fax wants to keep 
a "fluid situation to literally 
see what will happen,'' He men-
tioned Clay Goss a student who 
has been appointed Playwright-
in-Residence and wlll instruct 
some drama courses. 
"Mr. Goss is talented and has 
recognition," Dean Fax s tated. 
Samuel Wright ls the co-ordin-
ator of the departm1~nt. Rovert 
West and St. Clair Christmas, 
both Howard graduates, have been 
added to the Drama faculty, show-
ing that "the accent ls on 
youth," as Dr. Fax stated. 
"The Art Department repres-
ents a new kind of thrust that 
will enable us to make it a very 
viable influence in the comm\Uli-
ty,'' added Fax. Jeff Donald-
son was chosed by a commtttee 
of faculty and students to head 
the Art Department, Donaldson 
has no previous record with How-
ard and •represents' according to 
Fax the new ideas the depart-
ment needs. 11 
High . 
"W e have to · search for 
ourselves, and be ourselves; in -
doing so we will be respected 
for what we are, " Dr. Fax as-
s e rt e d when describing the 
" drastic" changes in the Music 
Department. "The Music Ed- . 
ucation major is the most sen-
s itive area because it is where 
we train the teachers of our 
yough, 11 Dr. Fax stated. He con-
tinued that Black music has been 
neglected. 
The l\1usic Department plans 
to develop a separate program 
that will put students in the pub-
lic schools before the~r practice 
teaching. "Methods should be 
taught in a teaching situation," 
Dr Fax stated. The use of demon-
stration schools in the inner city 
is planned and if the methods 
need to be changed the depart-
ment plans to make the changes. 
Special efforts are being made 
' I to make a reality out of the 
Institute of Jaxx St~pies. Work-
shops and seminar s, to be led 
by v is it in g profe~sionals are 
being schedulaed. 
The courses have been re-
structur~d and a new time sch· 
edule has been made up. The 
addition of a sculpture major has 
been proposed. A program for in-
ner city experience \in child art 
education, taking art out of theory 
and putting lt into reality, is 
developing. 
" I question the concept of "!hat 
constitutes a faculty. Who s hould 
teach the Arts? I Artists of 
course," Dean Fax said. 
Dr. Fax was the Administrative 
Assistant to Dean Lawson and 
head of the Department of Ap-
plied Music . He was born in 
Baltimore and graduated from 
.Douglass High School there. 
I 
I I )la., Md., D.· C. 
I need ten ( 1 O)j mature 
men age 20-14, sihgle Wi th 
I 
car to demonstrate stereo 
equipment. Work out of 
four (4) shopping centers. 
Employment uniil X'mas. 
". Call Mrs. Baker 
10 a.m. · 6 p.m. 
I 
• 836-7217 
• • 
i 
-
' 
• 
, 
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"Doing nothing at all" 
S 0 ·B U s o I i c it s ~upport 
The Student Organization For 
Black Unity is expanding its oper-
ations in the Washington, tviary-
land, and Delaware areas. In 
order to serve you better, we are 
establishing a regional office at 
2721 14th Street, N. w., Wash-
ington, D. c. 
.\t present, we are in dire 
need of physical and 'financial 
support. We need secretarial and 
research support. Equipment-
wise we need typewriters, chairs, 
1 a m ~. mimeograph machines, 
and de51ff. We also need mimeo 
paper, pens, and pencils. 
To help us in paying main-
• tenance, phone, and rental fees, 
we are asking you for a pledge 
of five dollars a month, All checks 
or money orders should be made 
payable to: 
Student Organization For Black 
Unity ; 
2721 14th Street, N. \V. 
Washington, D. c. 20009 
387--9216 . 
What you can supply toward 
any of the above requests will 
be greatly appreciated. 
C. Pan African Medical Program 
Thi~ program is designed to 
provide the liberation movements 
in Angola, Guinea - Bissau, 
Mozambique, Namibia (Southwest 
Africa), South Africa, and Zim-
babwe (Rhodesia) with medical 
supplies, clothing, tools, and 
money. This program is also 
designed to provide the West 
Macon County Health Center in 
Shorter, Al ma with medical 
supplies, t , and money. 
D. S e the Black College 
SOBU beJi es,. that in every 
Negro ins _tion there is a po-
tential Bl University. Such a 
university ould be contsolled 
by Black d made to speak 
to the n of the Black com-
munity. revent the destruc-
tion of ~l~ck colleges ~d to 
maintain <"tlielr racial separ-
ateness, SOBU will urge Black 
students to attend Black universi-
ties and to teach at Black uni-
versities. 
The News Service dis-
seminates news events and ideas 
of the Pan African World, In-
formation is produced and 
developed from first hand report-
ing, field contacts, stringers, 
and research work. A weekly 
package is sent out containing 
selected news releases, news 
briefs, and features such as na-
tional student events, a regular 
students column and news of 
cultural events. 
F. South Carolina Defense Fund 
The SCDF is designed· to raise 
financial and other support for 
Voorhees College students con-
victed and sentenced to terms 
ranging from 18 months to two 
years in prison for their involve-
ment in a student demonstration 
last May. SCDF will also sup-
port veteran organ.lzer Cleveland 
Sellers who is 'facing up to 10 
yrs. in prison for allegedly in-
citing a riot during the Orange-
burg Massacr e at South Carolina 
State College, Feb, 8, 1968, 
G.Recruitment For Local Self-
Reliant Projects 
SOBU believes that th~ revolu-
tionary awareness of A Brother 
or Sister is determined by how 
much they work for their people, 
not how much they talk for or 
about their people. Accordingly, 
SOBU will seek to involve Black 
students in w ashington in the pro-
grams of Pride, Inc., the Black 
United Front, Concerned Citizens 
of Central Cardoza and other 
self-reliant organizations in the 
city. 
If you are interested in starting 
a sobu chapter on your campus 
or working on any of the above 
programs--contact 
Tim Thomas 
Field Secretary for SOBU 
2721 14th St,, N">..W. 
Washington, D. c. 20009 
387- 9216 
or 
1848 Wyoming Ave,, N. W. #3 
Washington, D. c. 20009 
483-4534 
Mungo on main campus. 
Fearing Photo 
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Comment 
Airlie fiasco 
Bv R oy Allen 
Arlie House, a resort patron-
ized heavily by the Howard Uni-
versity Community and the loca-· 
tion for discussing problems fac-
ing the University, was the set-
ting of one of the faculty's great-
est fiascoes. • 
The conference held June 30-
July 2 in Warrenton, Va. was a 
reactionary move on the part 
of the University Senate. It was 
entitled "The Faculty is chal-
lenged - A need for synergism." 
Having been present at the con-
ference, 1 saw nothing syner-
getic about persons in the work-
shops, The reason for the conf-
erence was quite apparent. Dur-
ing the last few weeks of school 
in the midst of killin~s at Jack-
son State and Augusta, Ga. Dr. 
Cheek stated unequivocally that 
in time of crisis the university 
cannot carry on business as us-
ual. Thus, classes were sus-
pended from routine classroom 
lectures and diverted to contem-
porary problems ·facing Black 
People. 
Some faculty members adhered 
to the decision of the University's 
chief executive. Others, feeling 
a usurp of their pseudo power 
quickly resorted to challenging 
Cheek's position. The greatest 
uproar came from the College 
of Liberal Arts, headed by Prof-
essor Michael Harris in the So-
ciology Dept. and aided by the 
shrewd maneuvering of La Salle 
Caron in the French dept~ This 
team of Laurel and Hardy sought 
to form a coalition of white and 
(Continued on Page 15) 
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Enough said 
~ 
By Ret.Wld Hiidebrand 
Ro Karanga has written, the presidents o! Black unl-
" W ds are wonderful, but deeds · versltles calleq . their own con-
e divine." ference. These meetings were 
e conferences and seminars important tlrst steps, but 1n Ught 
of cent months, and the multi- of the crisis situation they were 
tudenous proposals that have a little like meeting to draw 
come out of them prove that plans for a fal,put shelter after 
Howard is indeed a wonderful the bomb has already hit. 
place. 
Last May (shortly after the 
close of the African Heritage 
Studies Associations Conference) 
the Washington A!ro-Americ~ 
reported to the Black community, 
"ln the aftermath of police as-
aults that claimed the lives of 
eight unarmed Blacks in less 
than four days, Howard Univers-
ity has ceased all normal classes 
in favor of workshops aimed at 
problems facing the Black com-
munity." 
The seminars (which might 
have been of more value if non-
students had been encouraged to 
attend) were a direct and neces-
sary response to the problems 
that Howard continues to have 
in realizing that it is supposed 
to be a Black university, They 
had very Uttle to do with the 
southern murders. Howard was 
in neea of a re-evaluation of 
itself and it's relation to the 
Black world, but it was in need 
of that long before the events 
in Augusta and Jackson occured. 
\Vhile the seminars were being 
held, . the student government 
called an All Black Colleges 
conference, as did · the student 
government of ~torehouse, while 
Yet it was (and continues to 
be) necessary 1 for Bla<ck col-legians to meet ,and communicate 
which, no doubt, was the rea-
son why another conference was 
called even before school could 
get started ag341, 
This latest conference, which 
was held before most students 
arrived on cam'pus and was open. 
ortly to invited delegates, was 
called the Pre-Opening Workshop 
of the Howard \University Oom-
munity. The wotkshop which was 
broken down into ten discussion 
groups, was designed to answer 
the all encompassing questions: 
where' are w~ where are we 
going; and how do we get there? 
Howard's relation to the sur-
rounding com~unity was dis-
cussed at length without the bene-
fit of opinions from representa-
tives of that community, and the 
universitys relation to the third 
world was de~ated witho.ut the 
benefit of in!?iies from repre-
sentatives of 'third world em-
bassies or even from foreign 
student ass·ociations. 
I The workshop. cover ed much 
of the same ground that was 
covered by the seminp.rs held 
' 
Letter to the Editor 
HUSA· r~signQtion 
Because of personal reasons , 
I find myself unable to fulf111 
my job to my greatest capaci-
ties, and therefore am forced to 
announce my resignation as Sbc-
retary ot the Howard University 
Student Association for the school 
< year 1970-71, effective as· of 
October 1, 1970. 
I thank all of those who voted 
me and worked diligently with 
me during the entire summer, 
and regret deeply having to make 
this unfortunate decision. 
I have already made arrange-
ments with the H U S A · 
Treasurer to return the $319.00 
that was received for this semes-
ter's payment of tuition and stu-
dent fees, and ·hope that this 
amount (although small) can be 
used for the benefit of us all. 
Pearl Stewart 
Editor 
~ 
Stan Ferdinc.nd 
Managing Editor 
Diane Worsley 
Advertising Manager 
Barbara Womack 
Associate Editor 
• 
I 
I would lU<e to also inform 
you that copies of the results 
of the student referendum can be 
'picked up in my office, room 
324 of the Student Center• and 
· any questions concerning any-
thing about the referendum pro-
cedure, etc, can be directed to 
me at 797-1761. 
Finally, I must emphasize to 
you the need, for becoming ac-
tively involved with the Howard 
University Student Association. 
Know your S~nate Representa-
tives and H U .,s A Officers. Find 
out about Hi S A 's programs . 
activities, conferences, etc. Re-
member, H U S A is supposed 
to represent YOU - your needs, 
your wants, .and finally, your 
money!!! ' 
Sincerely, 
Pamela A. Preston 
Robert Taylor 
FeattJte Editor 
Millard "'rnold • 
. Sports Editor 
' 
P. Philippee Anglade 
Photography Editor 
' 
. 
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~Drf ORIALS· 
... . 
To the 'tired' freshmen 
This year's Freshman Class was described by APLC president John Holton as being "tired." This may not only be true; it 
may be an understatement. But the class of '74 should not be insulted. Instead you should understand that tiredness is 
typical at Howard, and that as freshmen you have four years to wake up. 
The only people who look mor..: tin~d that the freshmen are the seniors, although the class of '7 1 -was considered the 
most spirited and "milita,nt .. when it arrived three years ago. P.:.!mb:?rs of the fourth-year class were instrumental in 
eradicating compulsory ROTC, initiating the Department of Afro-Ameri can Studies, obtaining numerous curriculum 
changes, and generally raising a whole lot of hell. 
But the class of '71 has not done enough, and many of the seniors are tired--tired of trying to change an ii:tstitution in 
the midst of seemingly insurmountable obstacles, such as racist white instructors who are· intent upon dominating this 
university, regardless of who sits in the President 's chair, or who sits in tJ1e classroom. When the students attempt to 
confront these instructors, some house niggers on tJ1e faculty , or some boot-licking student who's trying to get a grade 
jumps up to defend "de good white folks." 
Obviously some drastic steps axe necessary, but tired seniors and tired fre'shmen, along with the in-between groups who 
axe either also tired, or high, or indifferent, can't take them. So you Freshmen are our greatest hope. You have the longest 
time to recover from " tiredness," and if you can't accomplish any more than the class of '71 has, and you allow Howard to 
stand still for another four years, then neither you nor this institution deserves to stand any longer. 
A • question of unity 
We, as an African people, are not a unified people, and we as a Black university body arc not a unified body. 
Unity has not become a reality to Black people because the western concept of individualism is ingrained in our 
thoughts, our actions, and our total beings. Most of us at Howard came here to equip ourselves with the skills and thP 
degree to provide us with life-long security. 
This desire for security is naturally useless. because no Black person in this country is secure--Oegree or no degree. And 
while we waste our time seeking a useless dream, we neglect the very tangible problems of our people. Yeah, this is that lack of 
"relevancy" that we have been talking about for the last ten years. The word has been worn out, but the campus and " the 
community" still exist as two separate entjties, mutually exclusive, and each in need of the other. 
As long as we continue to talk about··and even if we actually begin··going out into the Black community, as such we 
will remain a clisunified peo ple. Howard and the Black community must become one; there must be no going-out-int~ or 
coming-in-from. TI1cre must be an interrelationship whereby the Black community is Howard, and Howar~ is the Black 
community. 
But we cannot unite with Brothers and Sisters that we rarely even associate with, if we cannot have unity right here on 
this campus. And tllcrc is no unity at Howard. 
That individualistic concept is :igain responsible, because here at Howard everyone has got to "do his own 
thing"-·anothcr worn-out term that continues to apply to a worn·out institution. The things that people have to do around 
here range. from ~olung pot to shooting up to majoring in Latin to sending memos to joining a fraternity to sitting on the 
wall to do ing noth111g at all. l\nd so o ften. when each of us has our own "thing" we can't deal with anyone else who has a 
different "thing". Consequently. there are so many "things" going on at l~owa rd that nothing is happening at all because 
we remain disuni tcd. 
In ~pi tc of hO\\ hopeless this si tuation appe:lrs. there arc solutions. l· irst. tl1e students have to come together on a useful. 
positive. and Blacl, basis. This may possibly prove robe the Student Association's D. C. Project. If the Project fails to unite 
the campus on the basis of Blackness and hard work, then it should be replaced by something tJ1at does. 
However, beyond student_ unit} is campus •.1ni ty. which President~heek has tried to bring about through the 
pre.-openmg conference. Designed to promotl'. dialogue between studen ts, faculty and administrators. the conference, 
which was poorly attended by students. did little more than widen the gap between those who were already in 
clisagrecmen t. 
. So n?w it . app~ars that U1c only solution to this problem is for one group (the students) to enforce the guidelines that it 
teels tlus Un1vers1ty should be based upon, before another group (the white faculty) does. And the administration should 
abide by the constructive decisions of the University's largest and most important body. Those faculty members who 
cannot deal with the students (or the administration) should be removed from the institution. 
·Defend yourselves 
While addressing Meridian Hill residents concerning the recent rock and 
cocktail throwing by several residents at D.C. police, Cheek warned against creating 
another Jackson State. And HUSA President Michael Harris reiterated the need 
for restraint, and urged students to channel their energies into more constructive 
areas, such as the D.C. Project. 
True, throwing rocks and fire bombs ai armed pigs is dangerous, and stupid. It 
is also true that many of the pigs are waiting for an excuse to kill up a batch of 
Black people. 
But telling people to be restrained is not enough. And even telling them to 
become involved in positive activities such as the D.C. Project is not enough. 
When the pi~ decide to exercise a no-kriock raid as they did Monday night at the 
Amsterdam Apartments, being a D.C. ProJeCI worker won' t help you. But a gun 
will. Get one, and know when and how to use it. 
'You are not a student first' 
By Biii Street 
Chairman of the Black Land Movement 
It is time to analyze and re-
view the effects of the student 
proclamations of recent years 
and to renew or "Reaffirm our 
Faith." For students of Christ-
ian history, this apostle's credo 
was meant to be a resurrection 
of spirit and energy for religious 
followers. The Black people cur-
rently in Wliversities such as 
Howard, it means rededication 
and re-emphasis in the Struggle. 
It ls a time to see whether 
Black people who are students 
will want to continue to make 
this distinction. You are not a 
student first and then a mem-
ber of the community • 
It is now time to see whether 
Black students are to do what 
very few brothers and sister 
are willing - - to put your per-
sonal philosophy in the streets. 
All these things become mean- . 
ingful due to a blatant reality. 
It is now questionable a.S to how 
much time any of us have left 
to be about the work of our 
people. In several cities across 
this country, lt ls painfully clear 
that white folk find 1t violently 
unfashionable for you to be con-
cerned about Black people. 
But you must define your posl-
Uon. I do not speak of Black 
students creating or defining any 
new role within the Black com-
necessary and need not be men-
tioned here. What is of concern 
ls whether Black students o! any 
level, freshman or sophomore, 
are willing to aJJlgn themselves 
with an on-going process o! 
struggle in the Blackcommuntty. 
This definition is critical. Far 
too often, Black students have 
been involved in movements and 
organizations that were campus 
based and oriented, To a degree, 
this is understandable. Common 
interests must be relevant to 
group needs. However. there 
comes a point at which caution, 
and' '' ••. getting my shit together, 
first" ,becomes .fear, a fear of 
seeing your uptight, rhetorical 
Blackness crushed by the cold, 
stunning appearence of reality 
that makes us Wlderstand that 
words a1n •t bullets. 
Black organizations involved in 
the day of day struggle of survi-
val have no monopoly on talent 
and expertise. As a matter o! 
fact, many rely almost entirely 
on volunteer aid. Community org-
anizations such as Black Land 
Movement are in particular need 
of your assistance due to the na-
ture of the comprehensive prog-
ram we are attempting to op-
erate. We need you. We are not 
trying to impress you. 
Instead, we are making an 
honest appeal to you to engage 
yourself ln our struggle and make 
our efforts as one. For many 
Black organizations in D.C., the 
request for volunteer students 
has largely been unheeded and Wl-
tullfilled. At times it may appear 
that our brothers and sisters 
who are in l!Olleges are more 
interested in realtlng to their 
"career'' rather than adequately 
dealing with the whole wuestioo 
of commitment now while we are 
still in school. ' ,,. 
(Continued on Page 12) 
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Boo dir!!cts freshman o n campus. 
HILLTOP policy 
It is the hope of the editor 
and the entire editorial staff 
that the 1970-71 IIlLL TOP will 
be a manifestation of "skill and 
ideaology." Stokely Car mich-
ael stated in a HILL TOP int-
erview last semester that these 
two factors are necessary for the 
survival of Black people. Acting 
in agreement with this state-
ment, we intend to have a news-.. 
paper of high quality and· crea-
tivity, as well as an organ of 
political communication. 
We will attempt to use the 
knowledge and journalistic 
skills that we have obtained to 
produce a technically correct 
newspaper. In addition, we will 
cover all of the material pos-
sible that relates to the campus 
and surrounding community. 
In order to broaden the scope 
of the HILL TOP, and bring about 
I 
a closer relationship with the 
off-campus community, we intend 
to enlarge the paper and the cir-
culation to include affairs relat-
ing to Black people in the Wash-
ington communitf.. This material, 
as well as the ·regular campus 
news, will be reported factually 
and .interpreted' based on )ou; 
• general beliefs. 
~ We feel that the over-all philo-
sophy of the HIL,.L TOP should be 
general, but positive. All of our 
interpretations, , although they 
may vary with the individual writ-
er, will be bas~d on the neces-
sity for unity, freedom, and power 
among Black peQple. 
, 
These are the most important 
goals of our people, and we, 
in serving How5:rd and the com-
munity, hope to make these goals 
a reality. 
• 
... unity ~nd po~er 
Poster by Ron Anderson. 
• 
• 
.. 
• 
• 
. . 
• 
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Cheek, Harris warn Meridian residents g.~. ~llFllll~I 
"I don't think any student at 
Howard should risk putting his 
life in danger. I therefore hope 
no matter what occurs in the 
neighborhood that no student will 
take the risk of throwing a bottle 
and inviting a bullet," President 
James Cheek spoke these words 
Wednesday night at Meridian Hill 
concerning Howard students re-
sponse to the recent distrubances 
in the 14 street area. 
Speaking before a crowd of 
about 400 students, President 
Cheek cautioned the !vleridian 
By Robert Taylor 
Hill residents of being drawn 
into any actions which would in-
vite an over reaction on the part 
of the police. 
Cheek spoke or what he termed 
"an increasing tolerance in the 
public for police brutality," He 
implicitly attributed this trend 
to the current domestic policies 
of the Nixon Administration. Con-
cerning Nixon's recent "law and 
order" message to college presi-
dents placing the responsibility 
for curtailing campus dis-
trubances in their laps, Dr. Cheek 
commented, "They take one 
incident and generalize about stu-
dents." 
He commented further on the 
current repressive attitude 
toward college students, "If I 
were a parent, I would not want 
my son or daughter in college 
now.'' 
Cheeks general sentiments 
were echoed by student govern-
ment president l\ilichael Harris 
when he responded to a question 
Panthers hold convention 'in Philly 
PHl LADELPHIA -- (CPS) --
The Revolutionary People's Con-
stitutional Convention, called by 
the Black Panther Party, re-
cessed until November 4, when 
it will meet in Washington to 
reach final agreement on what 
is intended to be a new constitu-
tion for the United States. 
At the first round, held here 
over Labor Day weekend, over 
10,000 delegates, more than half 
of them black, agreed on general 
principles for a socialistic 
AmP.rica, but disagreed on some 
particular points. The convention 
avoided the drastic open splits 
which characterized last sum-
mer's United Front Against 
Fascism (UF AF) conference in 
Oakland, the last attempt by the 
Panthers to unify the radical 
left. 
Propcsals were made in the 
form of reports by discussion 
groups to a plenary session of 
all attending the convention. No 
votes were taken, although the 
favorable reaction to some pro-
posals clearly indicated their 
popularity with the crowd, 
Attending the conference were 
members of groups covering the 
entire radical spectrum, includ-
ing Student Mobe, Youth Against 
War and Fascism, the Progres-
s ive Labor Party, the SDS, Gay 
Liberation Front, and Women's 
Liberation Front. 
The Panthers were the only 
Black group representelf, as 
many Black groups were in At-
lanta for the Congress Qf Af-
rican People, where 2,500 dele-
gates including Black Muslims, 
Whitney Young, Julian Bond, 
Jesse Jackson, and Imamu Bar-
aka (Leroi Jones) discussed the 
creation of a world African 
party. 
By concentrating on the kind of 
society radicals want after a 
revolution which has character-
ized previous meetings of dif-
ferent r adical groups. In large 
measure, the tactic succeeded, 
although Michael Tabor, one of 
the New York Panther 21, is-
sued a broadside calling the Pro-
gressive Labor Party "enemies 
of the people" for attempting 
to organize a march on City 
Hall which the Panthers feared 
would bring the Philadelphia po-
lice down on the Black com-
munity. 
By tying in the new constitu-
tion with the old, and by em-
phasizing the Declaration of In-
dependence's guarantee of " life, 
liberty, and the pursuit of hap-
piness,'' the Panthers attempted 
to make the basically socialist 
progr am seem more in keeping 
with American traditions. 
The proposals presented to the 
plenary session by the discus-
. sion groups included: 
*Plans to end American i~­
perialism. Discussion groups 
called for the immediate with-
drawal of all U.S. forces from 
arond the world and for the 
abolishment of the standing army, 
to be replaced by a system of 
people' s militials, with all people 
.in the militia holding other jobs 
and working only part time in the 
militia. 
The United States, with 6 per-
cent of the world's people, cur-
rently consumes 60 percent of 
the resources, and the delegates 
recognized the ending of imperia., 
lism would necessitate a some-
what lower standard of living. 
*Community control of police. 
The police would be under the 
supervisiion of community-elec-
ted boards, which would be able 
to fire policemen. Non- uniformed 
police would be prohibited, and 
the combined budget for police 
and the military would be le~s than 
10 percent of the national budget. 
*Land reforn1. Control of land 
will be vested in the communi-
ties, with the entire nation det-
ermining a general poljcy for 
land use, and the communities 
handling local problems. 
*Basic . rights for all people. 
The right to food, employment, 
shelter, medical care, educa-
tion, birth control, and abortion, 
would be guaranteed. 
An end to oppression of wom-
en. Discussion groups called for 
free child care centers, free child 
delivery, free abortion, and for 
05 percent of all leadership posi-
tions to be held by women. 
The end of the nuclear fam-
ily. This proposal provoked con-
side rable disagreement, with one 
discussion group saying the nuc-
lear family might work out under 
socialism and the groups on wom-
en's and gay liberation opposing 
it. 
The proposals were worked out 
in discussion groups Sunday 
afternoon after Huey Newton, the 
Black Pan~her Party founder who 
was recently freed from a Cali-
fornia jail, set the tone of the 
convention with a rousing call 
for a socialist America. The 
proposals were presented to a 
mass meeting Sunday night. Del-
egates met Monday in regional 
groups to select a continuing 
committee to work on possible 
drafts of the new consitution. 
The general meetings were 
held in the new multi- million 
(Continued on page 12) 
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from the crowd concerning rash 
actions produced by emotional-
ism, ." It's foolish to throw bottles 
off a: building and draw police 
to a : women's dormitory. Don't 
provoke any thing you can not 
handle " . . . 
Harris continued, " It's not hoy; 
we respond at the moment; it's 
how we prepare for the future." 
At this point Harris mentioned 
• • • 
as a viable alternative to 
" throwing bottles at the police" 
student participation in , his pet 
D.C. Project .•. 
During his address, Cheek 
·commented upon his findings as 
a member of President Nixon's 
panel on campus unrest. He stated 
that contrary official police 
statements his group found no 
evidence to support claims that 
there had been student snipping 
at law enforcement officers and 
that in many instances police had 
over reacted to minor provoca-
tions. 
HUS A senator, LaMont Flan-
agam, informed the gatheringthat 
he , would request in next HUSA 
meeting that $ 1000.00 be ap-
propiated to go toward the bail of 
those brothers and sisters ar-
rested during the three nights 
of rioting. 
President Cheek concluded the 
meeting by asserting to the ~tu­
dent group, •·we are going to 
have to have to come together, 
speak with one voice, walk one 
road and have one aim." 
(Continued from Page 3) 
study" "interdisplinary metho-
dology". 
In his welcoming remarks to 
Dr. Onwuachi, PresideI)t Cheek 
stated that Dr. Onwauchi's ar-
rival at Howard is at a critical 
and opportune time". 'Emphasiz-
ing that he is as concerned per-
sonally as Dr. Onwuachi with 
developing links between Howard 
and institutions and countries of 
Africa and the African Diaspora. 
This micro-profile establishes 
Dr. Chike Onwuachi's self-image. 
as a Pan-Africanist; which he 
defines as being educationally, 
politically, and ideologically 
committed to Blackness--"anew 
approach to Humanism" ... 
(Continued from Page 5) 
River. This was expecially evi-
dent wrten Michael Harris ex-
pressed a concern about the de-
gree of university and community 
support needed for the project 
success. 
The absence of principal mem-
bers of studenti government sug-
gested a differance of opinion 
with regard to1 the viability and finan~ing of tne project. Tony 
Steward's retdrt was that this 
represented al\ " inconsistency I 
cannot deal with,' ' citing that the 
X-slate won la.$t spring's student 
governmerl election on a plat-
form. for community involvement. 
Any 9,viaUon from this, he 
stated was "a move against the 
people" , a retrogression from 
the realilfes we should be con-
fronting. • 
The major topic of the con:-
ferancl:! focused on what Harris 
termed a "mechanism" for chan-
neling students manpower and 
university resources int 0 the 
community. The final structure 
is designed to function through 
. two major divi$10ns: The student 
Intern and Volhnteer component; 
The Research and Evaluation 
component. The subcomponents 
include publi~ relations, legal 
aid, and rehaljilitatlon services, 
·This blueprJnt for community 
involvement ''is not a timely 
thing--it is not'new or revolution-
ary", explained Tony Steward in 
post-conferenc1e interview. 
11We 
are trying to take care of some 
old business- -paying some dues 
to the commur\ity." 
Viewing this prt>ject as a " fun-
damental step" in making Howard 
a totally Black University. He 
stressed, "As a Black Univer-
sity, we should be problem-or-
iented, we should be conc~rned 
with educating people to deal 
with the problems of the Black 
community' '. 
Pll~'~' . . (Continued from· Page 5) 
Blacks in sou{heast Washington. 
At present, thE! program includes 
a teen club, t outh deyelopment 
council, and an information cen-
ter regarding community de-
velopment. Like the larger D, c. 
Project, it ha$ a Research and 
Organizational Division to study 
problems and create programs. 
Tor~y Stewart , Chairman of D.C. Project Planning Conference 
(Continued from Page I I) 
Working with the Black United 
Front organization does not mean 
that you should starve, wear 
tattered clothes , or give up your 
love life. Nor are we adomish-
lng you for your affection for the 
J aguar or Sting-Ray. For some 
reason, brothers and sisters 
seem to possess myths about 
organizing that imply you have 
to be some type of ascetic, one-
bullet, Black nationalist to be an 
organizer. Not so, Your present 
Ille style is your business. All 
we' re interested in is your mind 
and your potential skills. 
I 
,..t 11}{/ade Photo 
Sensitivity, love, and compassion 
• must be prime cr~dentials tor 
serious people engaged in.strug-
gle. Yet this' view should no( 
shroud and perception of reality 
and make us incurable romatics 
about ourselves and our people. 
Regardless of the present dir-
ection of your education in an 
institution, it is important for you 
to understand the necessity of 
placing into mention the educa-
tional skills that you have at 
your disposal. Black people in the 
streets need tc take advantage of 
what you can offer now. It may 
be a little too late when y0u re-
turn to that fabled Black com-
munity with your Ph. D. \\'e may 
not be around! 
I 
• 
• 
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Writer-in Residence raps about new position 
By Nancy Crawford ,l 
New 
'
1 How ci o e s it feel to become 
Howard's Writ er - in - Resi-
dence?" 
" It feels good because I in-
itiated it, and because I'm still 
just a senior but I got it mainly 
because of the s tudents . " 
Clay Goss went on to de-
scribe the meaning of the new 
position to which he was ap-
pointed at the end of last semes-
ter. "Teaching is a functional 
job just like Black art. My fun-
ction is to teach and be taught. 
I'm 24 and still growing." 
He continued, "I expect to give 
a lot to the students and I also 
expect to receive a lot from them. 
By being a student I'm still 
sensitive to students' demands 
and I know that in a class s it-
uation we can really deal, not 
worrying about gr ades and that 
junk.'' 
Originally a Political Science 
maJor the yoWlg playwright ap-
plied for the position {lS How-
ard's \\.riter-in-Residence last 
April. Clay has attributed much 
of his growth to Ron t Anderson 
(former art student at Howard), 
Issac Hargrove (music major), 
Ves Weaver (art major) and Ed 
Love (art professor), who have 
"really made me grow in a dir-
ection so that I can deal in con-
Survival motion 
tent. I try to put things in the 
image of the artist. They have 
put a lot at my desposal, es -
pec ially Ed Love. " 
Go~s proceeded to describe the 
state of affairs which lead him 
to his present position. Descri-
bing his initial reactions to-How-
ard, he pointed out "When I first 
came to Howard I was very sen-
s itive to my surroundings ••. ! 
came here a half-way beautiful 
'cat' but Howard lead me to-
wards sell-denial. As a result 
I became very cynical." 
Continuing, Goss emphasized 
that the Howard experience 
should be one of growth and kin-
Howard's first Writer-In-Residence. Clay Goss 
ship . among the orothers and sis-
ters sharing it. 
"This job is important because 
it's the first time a Black in-
institution has legitimized Black 
talent before the white school 
did," he added. Gosscommended 
Cheek noting that the President 
was "one of the ea rliest people 
to encourage me and I knew 
that he and his secretary were 
always aware of me and trying 
to help. " 
When asked his opinion on the 
Fine Artsi department Clay stated 
" Just by the fact that I'm here 
shows there is change. The plays 
presented by the Drama depart-
ment thl~1 year are another ex-
ample. 
Goss went on to say that the 
greatest teachers have always 
been outside of the University 
using Malcom X as an example. 
Now he hopes to see the change 
made so that the student can 
"go to the class to get his 
shit done. " He doesn't feel that 
this is being idealistic. " It deals 
with survivlng ... to actually sur-
vive,"Goss said referring to a 
quote from Ameer Baraka "to 
survive the reign of the beast." 
' Discussing the course he in-
tends to teach this semester Goss 
enthusiaStically specified that the 
class will be open to all the Uni-
versity. It is entitled 'Developing 
Afro-Am~rican Theatre' and will 
be held ~:m \Vednesdays and Fri-
days at 12:30. He wants to pre-
sent this' course so that it will 
be unlike other Black historical 
courses lhat start off with Phyllis 
Wheatley and barely have time for 
present day writers. Goss wants 
to begin1 now (in present) and 
end up in the past still relating • 
to writer's li~e Phyllis Wheatley 
' ... and the beast will no ~onger • reign 
: I ng!ad<' Photo 
is important because it's the 
first time 13. Black institution 
has legitimized Black talent be-
fore the white school did," he 
added. Goss commended Cheek 
noting that the President was 
"one of the earliest people to 
as he goes alqng. , 
The Writer-in-Residence feels 
that America can be dealt with 
through the theatre. He continues Art is expression. Art is com-
munication. Art arises out of a 
world of time and space, of 
arts, things and people. It ex-
ists contemporaneously with the 
world - growing and changing 
as the world grows and changes. 
Art derives its REAL value and 
significance in accordance with 
the truth and accuracy of its 
reflections on the world at the 
particular time and place it (the 
art or artifact) initially cpmes 
into being. 
Its value ls established at the 
moment the artist gives it form. 
Its significance and its reflec-
tive or expressive weight ls firm-
ly rooted in the world's pecu-
liar situation at that particular 
moment of first being. The mean-
ing of John Coltrane's "Offering" 
was most obvious on February 
15, 1967. The truth and accu-
racy of the reflective substance 
ot "Offering" remains un-
questionable in terms of Feb-
ruary, 1967. The degree of truth 
and accuracy of that statement 
("Offering") if applied to Sep-
tember 1970 would be dimini-
shed, though only slightly, but 
nevertheless diminished. 
Art is the expression of, or 
one manifestation of the man-
ner in which the world imposes 
' itself upon a people or an in-
dividual (occassionally, it ls an 
expression of the manner in which 
a person or a people imposes it-
self on the world). America (its 
sister nations and its mother 
Europe collectively) has imposed 
itself culturally, fin.ancially and 
industrially upon most of the 
globe. Its Art and the status 
of the art (within that European 
community) reflect the actual 
and continuing posture of that 
community. Like modern Venice, 
1t is unceremoniously sinking 
into the mud. Like Venice, the 
art of that European community 
(representative of the posture of 
that community) reflects a no-
stalgic preoccupation with the 
celebrated but 'empty shells' of 
ancient thoughts and deeds. Con-
temporary , European art, like 
contemporary Venice, Uke the 
contemporary economic - in-
dustrial posture of Europe is 
precarious and decadent. Again, 
like Venice, Europe (as it pres-
ently exists, and its art) may 
be granted sporadic but brief re-
prieves through impressive feats 
of engineering. Its demise, how-
ever, .ls inevitable. Its treasures 
and expressions of its reality may 
be transfered to the moon and 
beyond. Those expressions and 
treasures being entrusted with 
the history and identity of Venice, 
thereby its lllne.ss and guilt, will 
will simply languish to assume 
By lsa~c Hargrove 
the muddied posture of its fore-
bears at some later date. 
And the beast will no looger 
reign. 
Our· life function, as artists, 
politicians, technicaians... is to 
insure that as a people, we "sur-
vive the reign of the beast." A 
beast in its death throes ls a most 
dangerous entity; maliciously at-
tacking and mauling all around it, 
tearing even at itself, though 
the disease and injury be strictly 
within itself. It will die from 
sell-inflicted wounds and with its 
last gasps of air, it will ironi-
cally bellow out its military "in-
vulnerability," its 'superior 
technology,' the "universality" 
(Continued from Page 9) 
expand those programs already 
in existence," he said. 
Approaching his new assign-
ment with enthusiasm, Mr. Dyett 
said, "I look upon this oppor-
tunity to develop outside pro-
grams for the University as be-
ing somewhat revolutionary •. With 
Howard being one of the largest 
predominantly black colleges in 
• 
• 
(Continued on Page 15) 
. 
of its poets and politicians, 
its " highest standard of living, " 
its " greatest" abode and the in-
ternational "goodwill" it fosters 
and enjoys. · Back Alley opens seasons 
Our one task now, and forever ls 
to survive. 
Black art ls a 'survival motion• 
The cultural - political - eco-
inomics development of Black 
people 'ls a survival motion 
BLACK WILL BE, MUST BE, 
JS BECOMING CONTINUOUSLY. 
BLACK JS, 
All Black functions are the 
functions of the determination to 
Survive •••. To survive for our-
se1ves as ourselves 
BLACK 
the world, this could be :i most 
stimulating experience. We might 
be able to infuse a new kind of 
intell~tualism," he projected. 
"We must develop a partner-
ship between the ·university and 
the community," he observed. 
"The Untverslty will help build 
the community and the commun-
ity will help build the Univers-
ity.,, 
The Back Alley Theatre an-
nounces auditions for its second 
production of the 1970- 71 season: 
BURY THE DEAD by IrwinShaw, 
to be directed by John B. went-
worth, and BRINGING IT ALL 
BACK HOME by Terrance Mc 
Nally. 
Auditions will be heldSaturday 
and Sunday afternoons. Septem-
ber 19th and September 2oth, 
from 1:00 to 4:00 p.m., at the 
theatre. 
BLOOD PLASMA DONORS 
BLOOD TYPES ·A-B·AB 
EARN $35-$60 
Min. Age 21 Yr. Old 
CALL FOR INFORMATION 
ANTI BODI ES, INC. 
1712 Eye St. N. W. 
ve 
Suite 308 
298-6961 
your mind. 
Read. 
This new publication from 
Random House' is a new 
kind of challenge-to your 
mind, your sensibilities, 
and even to the way you 
live your life. Issue after 
issue will deal with all 
those aspects of Western 
cutture, past and present, 
which pertain to the one 
great continuing struggle 
in the world today-the 
self-determination 
of the black Am·erican. RANooM~House 
. $195fu.EI 
Like it was, like it is, 
like it ought to be. 
• • 
In addition, Back Alley Thea-
tre is urning its p1ay-
writ and acting workshops. 
Re tration for classes will be 
held Monday and Tuesday even-
ings, el>tember 21 and Septem-
ber 22 from 8:00 to 10:00 p.m. 
The ck ~lley Theatre is 
locat at 1365 Kennedy Stree , 
N.W. one b east of the 
er Barro hitheatre. For 
further info ation call The 
·sack. Alley T tre: 723-2040. 
I 
i 
I 
' 
'· 
• 
• 
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Mike Farley, Lewistown, Pa. 
"This school is an activity 
regression from high school , 
especially in the case of the 
Campus PaJ fashion show when 
some dudes jumped on stage and 
people were booing those 
performing on stage." 
• 
.,,..w ~ Barry Lee, Hartford, Conn. 
"It's okay -- first time I've been 
to an all-Black school. The 
college community seems to be 
far more together than those in · 
. north em colleges." 
, , 
.\.. 
• 
, 
Linda Robinson, Milwaukee, 
Wisc. • 
"I like it even though I was 
inconvenienced a lot. You had 
to go for yourself; it was really a 
ha~le." 
QUESTION: {As directed to incomi'1g freshmen) What 
opinion have you form~d of Howard since your arrival here? 
Ten;ell Photos 
• 
• 
Ka\hy Place, Passaic, N. J. 
''Personally, I think the school 
stinks. l think it's really 
ass-backwards and ain't got its 
shit together." 
Cynthia James, Springfield, N. J. 
"At first , it was quite an 
unorganized thihg, but at this ' 
picnic, getting my food and all it 
seems to be together. Even the 
people seem friendlier." 
-
• 
Sharon Alexander, New Haven, 
Conn . 
.. This school has absolutely no 
organization for freshmen. 
Campus Pals -- you gotta buy 
one to find one. The food is 
nasty and the fellas are wolves 
and leeches." 
• 
• 
Robert Delugo, Virgin Islands ~ 
"I like it so far ; it's pretty good. "" 
The women are outa-sight. 
l ' 
Shedrick Jones, Los Angeles, 
Calif. 
"This campus is ;t big surprise; 
it's bigger than I thought and the 
people are friendlier than I 
expected." 
I 
r -
Jtnglade Photo 
I 
I 
• 
• 
. . 
• 
, 
September 25, 1970 
(Continued from Page 13) 
by interpreting the situation as 
lt stood for the Black man, ' •While 
our predicament was messed up 
our basic soul was always shln1ng 
through •.. we were cool all the 
while." Goss referred to the 
white American theatre as a 
"wasteland'', while the "Black 
theatre is functional. He advises 
students to learn their limitations 
because only then can they be-
come limitless. "This neocolon-
ialist set-up makes you know what 
you can do but never allows yqu 
to do it. Now the Black man 
must assume power." 
When asked about his literar y 
achlevemepts, he r eferred to the 
University of Timbucktoo where 
scholars didn't specialize in any 
one a re a of literature. Like 
Ameer Baraka he wants to write 
everything, novels , poetry, short 
storie$, etc. 
Four of Goss ' plays have been 
produced at Howard already in-
' eluding "Homecooking" and 'An-
drew" . Clay has also put out a 
children's book called Bill Pick-
ett: Black Bulldogger. We Speak 
as Liber ator s , an· anthology, 
edited by Orde Coombs, included 
poetr y by Clay and •his wife. 
Goss has recently written a poem 
on rhythm and blues •which he 
feels should be us ed ds a text-
book. It r eflects many of the 
rhythm and blues s inger s as well 
as many of the dances Black 
people have s hared. This poem, 
r eflecting his total ideology, 
shows how Black music has been 
functional to it' 
Photography Workshop 
Sat. , Sept. 26 
11 :00 A.~ . 
. \ 
HILL TO'P ~,.ffice 
.. 
; 4 
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'Natural soul 
Was it Black/ Music or Black 
Magic? Both. If you didn't ex-
perience it then, "it doesn't make 
any sense!", like one brother 
said, It was natural soul elect-
rified for a kinetic effect. The 
gods must have known it was to 
happen. 
The HUSA- sponsored Jazz/ 
Rock festival originally sched-
uled for the football stadium at 
7 p,m. last Friday didn't happen. 
What transpired later, in Cram- . 
ton auditorium, from midnight 
to dawn (12:30 a.m. to 5 a.m.) 
was an exciting experience with 
emotions in motion, 
All the components were there 
waiting to be created into one. The 
anticipation of when, not how, 1t 
would happen began to build with 
the f i rs t raindrops of early 
evening. You could feel it be-
tween the spaces in the rain. 
At 12:17 a.m. it reached a brief 
climax. The echo of impatience 
capitulated to a frenzied clap. 
It lingered on the periphery, but 
By Stan Ferdinand 
failed to penetrate the super-
consciousness of the audience. 
Then. The "Prince of Dark-
ness" as Miles Davis is known 
in jazz circles, was on the stage. 
The music personified the man 
and 1t was wild and forceful, 
As his electronically-ampli-
fied ensemble began to stretch-
out, with Gary Bartz on alto and 
soprano; J a ck De Jennette -
drums; Ke 1th Jarrett - fender 
piano and organ; Dave Holland-
fender and acoustic basses; plus 
two superb percussionists, you 
could feel the mesmerism filter-
ing through the audience. With 
Miles' ·legendary form at its 
fountainhead, at times it became 
a supreme challenge to detect 
the direction of movement. · 
If the Prince established rap-
port then Herbie Hancock--kalei-
doscopic--statements from his 
"Maiden Voyage"L.P. made a 
natural extension. Hancock plays 
piano (electric or acoustic) with 
a style and finesse that reflects 
Willy Chambers of ·the Chambers Brothers Cookie Pho to 
• 
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electrified" • 
a plethora of colorful textures. 
With the high-intensity of Bus-
ter Williams' bass; Billy Higgins 
d r u m s, !Used with qualitative 
statements from Garrett Brown's 
trombone and John Coles' alto 
flute and tenor sax; and glit-
tering solos fro'11 Benny Maupin 
on tugelhorn, the teur de force 
of this set entitled "Fat Albert 
Rotunda" set· the groove cas-
cading to heights unknown .• 
To the rising receptivity of 
the audience the Donaly Byrd sex-
tet communicated in a magical/ 
musical idiom that raised the 
"highs" higher. "Pro~essor"­
trumpeter Byrd let a group of 
musicians/craftsmen: Vinc ent 
Holmes - trombone; Duke Pear-
son-piano; Sam Jones-bass; Rol-
and Alexande r - tenor and so-
prano; and the mazing Tootle 
Heath on drums. The sound/ 
w a v es they produced, although 
more structured than the sets 
before, came "tripping" passed 
the mind in centrifugal form, 
• 
But. The thirty-minute delay 
needed to organize the stage for 
the Chambers Brothers was the 
next -- mentally -- recogniz-
1 
able thing that occured, After 
that all you need w~ motions 
on your emotions. Coming on 
stage the "Brothers"su~ested 
"Do you want to do it? Let's 
do it together," and we did. 
What followed were sounds--
emotlonally--contagtous, ~re! 
Raw! Funk! The medium was a 
m es sage in crystal/ black im-
ages; it weaved together apatch-
work of black/ music styles; gos-
pel, blues, rhythm and blues, and 
A!rican rhythms. This tempo, 
spearatlng the thoughts from your 
mind and the motions from your 
body, spaced you out. 
I 
The Chambers Brothers wer~ 
a natural conclusion for this ex-
perience in Blackness. This fes-
tival coordinated by Norman Reid 
was a natural beginnihg for the 
school year. Was it fUnky enough 
for you? ; 
• 
.1-· ' I 
' I 1t ..J-. 
Miles Davis, the "Prince of Darkness," .brews mellow sounds at 
concert last Friday in C~pton. eookie Photo 
'Seize 
the 
the Time' 
• • 
• • • Continuations I 
time is now 
' 
By Larry Coleman 
From the womb of oppression demagogic ruling class and their 
theyemerged Unheralded,unex- low-life sadstic pigs,'' 
pected, and in many circles , un- Yet, despite all I may say about 
welcomed. Despite this, they the book, I detest it. The book 
leaped upon the scene pounding denigrates and belittles Blacks 
their chests like warriors, roar- who have differing political ideo-
ing such epithets as ''seize the loges with the same adamant 
time", "power to the people·•', tenacity that it lashes out at 
and "death to the fascist pig''• the capitalistic ruling class, Do 
And most awesome of all, mean- not take my word for it, listen 
ing every of word of it. to Brother Bobby: "The ruling 
Chairman, Bobby Seale, puts 
forth in his book "Seize the Time 
the history, the dctrine, and 
the direction of the Black Panth-
er Part, in no uncertain terms. 
As a historical document, it 
outstrips Gene Marine's "The 
Black Panthers" and Eldridge 
Cleaver's "Eldridge Cleaver: 
Post Prisn Writings." Thebook 
covers territory, lots of it, and 
leaves in its wake an uprooting 
of every incident, major or tri-
vial, from the initial meeting 
between Bobby Seale and Huey 
Newton through the Chicago 8 
Trial (circus). 
As a statement of doctrine it 
again surpasses everything on the 
market, because what we get, we 
get "straight from the horse'.s 
mouth", if you will excuse the 
c llche. Seale says "In our view 
it is a class struggle between 
the massive proletarian WOJ:'.king 
class and the small, minority 
ruling class. Working-class peo-
ple of all colors must unite a-
gainst the exploitative, oppres-
sive ruling class, So let me em-
phasize again--we believe our 
fight is a class struggle and not 
a race s truggle," 
As for direction the brother 
raps , ''The time is now to wage 
relentless revolutionary struggle 
against the fascist, avaricious, 
class and their running dogs, 
_ their lackeys, their bootlickers, 
; their toms and their black 
; racists, their cultural national-
ists--they're all the running dogs 
of the ruling class. These are 
the ones who hetp to maintain 
and aid the power structure by 
perpetuating their racists at-
titudes and using racism as a 
means to divide the people," 
Of Stokely Carmichael he says, 
"My analysis of it is that Stokely 
is an opportunist.' ' 
Except for the senseless and 
abusve attacks upon Black peo-
p le of dHering poUtcal ideolo-
gies, the remainder of the book is 
at least readable. 
Because I subscribe to neither 
the class struggle theory, nor 
the Black racist (?)theory, read-
ing the book was a frustrating 
experience. 
· Yet, because the author of the 
book is Black; is a political 
prisoner; is willing to die for the 
freedom of oppressed people; 
is charman of the Black Panther 
Party; and translates his analysis 
of this oppressive American sit-
uation into action, I recommend 
it to all Black people and all 
truly oppressed people for read-
ing. 
If one can draw nothing subs-
tantial from the content, the spir-
it behind the book should more 
than compensate for the energy 
required to read it. 
(Continued from Page 10) 
Black faculty members Jn an 
effort to reverse the decision 
laid down by the President, 
Unfortunately, many Black fac-
ulty members allied themselves 
with this faction. Obviously, many 
of these brothers and sisters 
failed to learn their history les-
sons. The ratlooale that this 
group used to Justify their op-
i>ositlon was that the closing ot 
school to regular classroom lec-
tures and passing every student 
was against all standards ot 
"academic excellence, a term 
that is nebulous to many people 
on campus." 
' This logically concludes that 
when the values of European or 
westernized society are supp .. 
lanted by Black calues and eth-
ics, the situation breeds antl-
lntellectualism. At the most, this 
is incongruent nonsense. All one 
has to do ls look at the hist-
ory of ancient Africa in com-
parison to Europe's Dark Ages 
and see that the present western 
education is short-changing the 
people of the world. 
The concept of academic ex-
cellence permeated the conferen-
ce. The most controversial work-
shop, however, one in which stu-
dents were almost barred from, 
was entitled "Racism." 
For some strange reason, the 
minutes of this particular work-
shops was held off until the end. 
And when the report was finally 
to be read, a "brother'' in the 
History Dept, trled to table the 
discussion. 
This move was not overly 
shocking since certain Black 
faculty members fought harder 
to bypass certain issues that 
are crucial to Black people. We 
sincerely hope that the Black 
faculty can come together, stop 
fighting among themselves and 
1ind answers to the questions 
that are plagUing our people 
today. 
PllTlll 
(Continued from Page 12) 
dollar Temple University gym1 
which sits arrogantly in the mid-
dle of the Nprth Pblladelph!a 
ghetto. Security was tight, e-
specially for the Newton speech, 
and commercial press reporters 
who ident111ed themselves were 
barred. 
Attendance at the convention 
was apparently swelled by the 
tactics of Pbiladelphia Police 
Commissioner Frank Rizzo -
called "Bozo" by the Panthers-
who raided the three Panther 
headquarters in Pbiladelphia less 
than a week before the conven-
tion, . 
The police ripped the ltead-
quarters apart in their dawn 
raids, and then ordered fifteen 
Panthers to strip outside while 
police held guns pointed at the 
heads of the Panthers. The pic-
tures of the stripped Panthers 
brought more support fr.om the 
Philadelphia Black community 
than anything the Panthers have 
done so far. 
Ball was first set at $500 
for the tuteen-arrested Panthers, 
but Rizzo stepped in and got . 
Judge Leo Weinrott, who has 
criticized the Panthers many 
times, to hear the case. He 
decided to raise ball to $100.00 
each. Appeals finally got the 
ball down to $5,000. 
llllMl!M 
I " (Continued from Page 10) 
last May, and like lhose dis- . 
cusslons, it yielded a bountiful 
crop of recommendaU.ons. It may 
be that the participants, the ma-
jority of whom were teaching and 
administrative personnel, will 
follow up on their proposals. 
More likely is the view expressed bf one Phd who candi!ily told the 
discussion group that he led, 
"Nothing wUl come of th1.S. It's 
just something to keep us busy." 
Conferences, like anything 
else, are worthwhile. only when 
they a.re used to acfliev:e some 
end or serve some tunctlon. When 
they become ends In 1themselves 
(e.g. conferences ~ailed µi order 
to have ·a conference) they are 
a waste of time and money for 
everyone concerned. 
1 As we start a new academlc 
• year wlth what have been called 
progressive administrations In 
both student governrnent and 1n 
the •A' building, there may be 
some reason to believe that some 
ot the many recommendations 
will be considered and enacted. 
Black history will record whether· 
the discussions and seminars 
will of value to the Black world 
or if they wW only amount to 
what the Rev. Douglass Moore 
of the ·Black United Front would 
call, continuing exercises In 
"more militant masturbation." 
Mrs. DuBois 
(Continued from Page 8) 
'•the Western inheritrs of the 
Roman Empire once more are 
trying to brng Egypt to her 
knees." 
Western imperialists built the 
Suez Canal, Mrs, DuBois man-
tains, to give themselves easy 
and quick access to the Eastern 
shores of Afrca, as well as to 
the Indian Ocean, While Western 
powers considered the port of 
Alexandria their means ofenter: 
ing the Nile River-r and if they 
thought f1t, to penetrate into the • 
I 
heart cJt the "dark continent," 
Egypt has · ''fortified the length 
and breadth of the Nile River. ' ' 
Mrs, DuBois is cr nfident that 
"Egypt shall not be mo".d'' and 
that ''Cairo s tands--her back 
against the timeless Pyramids. 
" ••• In Cairo," writes Mrs. Du-
Bois, " one wa lks hand in hand 
with history. And as I walk the 
streets of Cairo, I rejoice that: 
i;-GYPT IS AFRICA,l• 
I 
• 
• 
• 
\ 
• 
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' Fortune' fails 
By Marye Cumberl ander 
The Back Alley Theatre prides 
itsel! in presenting plays which 
ai~ to open people's eyes to the 
evils of American society. Such 
attempt was made · with the 
pl y Fortune and Men's Eyes 
b John Her bert and direct~d by 
J\.1 rk Mason. 
But the attempt was unsuccess-
fU~. While it succeeded in de-
pitting the degradation of prison' 
life (homosexuality, corr uption, 
poor conditions of prison liv-
ing) it was disappointing because 
it did not reach its potential. 
With all due respect to the 
ec-convict who wrote the play, 
the plot was difficult to under-
stand and did not have much to 
interest a Black audience. (Most 
of the people' in the audience 
were white.) The jokes lost most 
of their humor because of the 
poor acting of some of the parts 
and manywere hackneyed. 
The parts played by Queenie 
(a white homosexual) and Rocky . 
(::t white cynic) were well acted 
but the gay part played by the 
one brother in the play was not 
u to par. 
.. 
. ~ 
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Orangeburg hook 
(Continued from Page 9) 
Robert Owen as saying that he 
s pecifica lly asked two of the 
agents- - Charles De Ford and Bill 
Danielson- - if they had witnessed 
the shootings and 11they told me 
they were in Orangeburg, but 
weren ' t on the scene. '' 
DeFord, who was agent in 
charge of theColumbia FBI office 
(he has since retired and is a 
security officer with a Seattle 
bank(, was quoted as saying he 
did not want to get into an argu-
ment over the issue with the 
Civil Rights Division. Danielson 
was quoted as saying, ' 'nobody 
asked me if I was on the scene." 
Former Attorney General 
Ramsey Clark told the authors: 
,, It was a sname that we probably 
had quite a bit of trouble with a 
number of FBI agents as to what 
they said at different times and we 
had trouble getting all the inter-
views we wanted. We also had a 
terribly dj.fficult time finding 
out where the FI3I people were 
on the night of Feb. 8.- where they 
were, what they were doing, whe-
Also cited are "disconcerting-
ly close relations' ' between state 
law enforcement officials and FBI 
agents "during the tense peiod 
preceding the shootings and even 
after the FBI had begun ots 
probe." State agents participated 
with FBI agents in a search 
for evidence. ( 
. The authors, both veter an 
newsmen who have convered civil 
rights in the South for many 
year s , wrote that the Federal 
Government's handling of the Or-
angeburg cr isis-before and after 
the shootings - reflected serious 
deficiencies that long have ex-
isted in the civil rights enforce-
ment program. 
"The FBI has never been as 
committed to civil rights investi-
gation as to other types of c rim-
inal investigations," they wrote. 
"l\loreover, there is an inherent 
weakness in a situation where 
agents a re charged with the re-
sponsibility of investigating of-
ficcers with whom they long have 
been associated in other cases. 
1' Although agents often have 
worked closely with the Justice 
Department's Civil Rights Div-
ision, Orangeburg was an ex-
ample of cases where aspects 
of the FBI's performance were 
little short of disgraceful. 
"Such cases are difficult to 
docum1:nt and persons who know 
of them are reluctant to incur 
the ire of the FBI by publicly 
speaking out, bu~ the facts lre 
well known to attorneys of the 
Civil Rights lY::ision.'' 
The- h:" \ ; s that civil 
ri~hts attorneys have long dis-
c:.issed the need for reforming 
the FBI's role in civil rights div-
ision so that agents working on 
s~ch cases would. not be working 
with state and local police on 
other matt ers. And others have 
suggested a separate enlorce-
m.2nt agency within the Justice 
Depart ment . 
The authors wrote that under 
Director J . Edgar Hoover " the · 
FBI had enjoyed virtual immun-
ity fr om Congressional scr utiny, 
and most critics despair of re-
form of the FBI under his auto-
cratic directorship. " 
The authors also conclude .that: 
-Cleveland Sellers, a Student 
Non-violent Coordinating Com-
mlttee organizer injured in the 
shootings, was a convenient 
"scapegoat" for Governor Rob-
ert E. l\IcNair and other South 
Carolina officials. Sellers was 
arrested on riot cnarges, but 
as late as the summer of 1970 
s~ill has not been tried, 
-The patrolmen who were tried 
were scapegoats, too, " for they 
were not responsible for loading 
their shotguns with deadly buck-
shots, nor were they prim'lrily 
responsible for some of the other 
mlstakes, such as inadequate 
training, the apparent lack of a 
t actic al plan, and the failure of 
any police official to have com -
mwd of the situation. " 
-The handling of the Orange-
burg crisis by Governor l\1cNair 
who appeared to have "littl~ 
gr asp of what had happened, " 
cost him any chance he mlght 
have had in a quiet, but serious 
bid he m'lde for the 1968 Dem-
ocratic vice-presidential nom-
ination. A key black delegate from 
South Carolina was ·· a death blow 
to his chances~·· 
The book, a documentary of 
events before, during and after 
the shootings, includes a diagram 
pinpointing the location of each 
highway patrolmfill who fired and 
each student who was shot. An 
appendix includes the statem ~nts 
given to the FBI by the patrol-
m.~n. Another appendix xomoares 
the " uncanny" similarities be-
tween the shootings at South Car-
olina State and the shootings at 
Kent State. 
f 
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W ater.Jnelon Man 
By Hen ry Anderson 
Wate r meloh Man has many pit-
falls. the biggest being that it was 
made in the first place. 
Watermelon Man is supposed 
to be a com~dy. It ls supposeo 
tq make you1 laugh, It had very 
little effect• on me or the 
audience that saw it with me. 
They laughed as little as I did. 
That does not mean· that the thea-
tre was fillel:I with a lot of zom-
bies; it meahs that Melvin Van 
Peebles and who ever else wrote 
the script failed to produce what 
the caption ' sta~d a "Black 
Comedy". , 
What they did do was 
warm over 1the same soup and 
dress it up a little. For example 
the picture is filled with a lot 
of silly negr9 sterotypes that are 
suppose to b~ tunny but have been 
used in othet flicks so frequent -
ly that it's like hearing acomedy 
record over and over again until 
it stinks. I 
In essence the movie is about 
a white insurance agent who 
wakes up in the middle of the 
night to discover that he's Black 
and how this biological change 
effects his marriage and pre-
vious relat1fns to friends and 
associates. , · 
Goufrey Cambridge, who plays 
Jeff Gerbeii, looks like an al-
bino with a process. 
If this picture had been made 
5 or 10 ye!ars ago my opinion 
may have been diff;el)t, but 
now .. . 
I 
~ 
"Fortunes and ~:en's Eyes" current Back Alley Theatre prod uctio n I (With this ad Sunday through Thursday) 
A lot of the play's effective-
ness was also lost by the fact 
that it all took place in one 
prison cell. 
There is a lot of controversy 
being caused by Fortune and 
Men's Eyes which is the first 
production of the Back Alley's 
1970-71 season. · But the 
controversy may be the result 
of its ineffectiveness in present-
ing the problems of the Amer-
ican prison system which solely 
need to brought to public atten-
tion. 
Fortune and Men's Eye's could 
have been a great satire on 
prison life but with too many 
trite jokes and poor acting it 
failed in its purpose. 
Fortune and l\len's Eyes opened 
on Thursday, September 17th, 
and will play Thursday through 
Sunday evenings at 8:30 p. m. 
until October 11th. Tickets are 
$3. 50 and $2.00 for students. 
No reservations are ne<:essary. 
1• 
., . 
t •I 
• 
ther they were eyewitnesses." 
Among Justice Department at-
torneys, the book reports , there 
were two theories about the FBI 
agents' motives for lying about 
their presence at the seen~ 
either the agents "were reluc-
tant witnesses because of their 
extremely close working re-
lationship with the patrol or they 
felt they were in no position 
to acknowledge their presence 
on the scene because they were 
there on their own initiative, 
without specific authorization of 
FBI headquarters in Washing-
ton .. , 
The book reports that Justice 
attorneys found that the FEH, des-
pite its reputation for thorough-
ness, " did a superficial job in 
some of its initial interrogations 
and other investigative work. The 
attorneys had to go back to the 
agents and insist on additional 
interviews with witnesses .. " 
' . 
• 
In rnemo ry of Brother Jimi l-'Pndrix who took the ·Ul tima te Trip· . 
Cook It' P'101u 
E 
E 
E 
E 
Can Sl.00 off entice the students and 
faculty to try the best steak dinners 
in Washington, Virginia or Maryland? 
i 
, 
I 
ALL THE BEER YOU CAN DRINK* 
. I 
ALL THE SALAD YOU CAN MAKE 
' 
.. Plus a 12 oz. 
Boneless N.Y. Sirloin Steak J 
YOU 
PAY s WITH THIS 
ONLY •••.•.••••• • . ......... AD 
. 
' 
·Lt 
unlimited steaks 
• 
•EMERSON$ at Georqia and Eastern A venues • 726-7300 
\ I 
530-5300 
(Wildwood Shoppln9 C.nt•r-Old Georqetown Rd. and Democracy BlYd.) 
' I 
• EMERSONS at Bethesda. Md. 
•EMERSONS at 1511 K St., N.W. (next to the Statler Hilton) 659-8170 
FrM Dinner Parklnq- Take El••ator to Restaurant 
• • 
•EMERSONS at Fairfax, Va.-Cl0900 Lee Hiqhway) 
• "STEAILINE" brinqa EMERSONS to you 
CASUAL DRF.$ • GREAT ATMOSPHERE 
591t7780 
296~190 
*In Virgini1 Price Includes First Pitcher © General Res1 aurant:S. Inc. 
E 
E 
E 
E 
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Quarterback Norm Brown searches for receiver Robert Butler before 
unleashing 43-yard TD pass. Pl1oto by Arn 
Howard wins opener, 
blanking Eastern Shore 
12-0 in Princess Anne 
By Millard Arnold 
PRINCESS ANNE, Md., Sept. 
19-Senior quarterback Norman 
Brown wasn't expected to see 
much action this . year, but it 
was his play-calling ability that 
led Howard University to victory 
in its season-opener blankin·g 
the University of Mary-
land-Eastern Shore, formerly 
Maryland State College, 12-0. 
Although Howard and Mary-
lanCJ have been members of the 
Central Intercollegiate Athletic 
Association for 58 years , it was 
the first meetihg between the 
two teams. For the Hawks, it 
was still too soon. 
After a scoreless first period, 
Ron Mabra of the Bison fielded 
a punt on his 16-yard line and 
returned to the Howard 42. A 
personal foul against Maryland 
moved the ball to the Maryland 
43. Then Brown went to work 
Brown, a surprise starter, lost 
his job last year and opened this 
season as a third..,stringer, The 
140-pound senior quickly made 
the most of this second period 
opportunity, drifting back on first 
down and lofting a bomb to wide 
receiver Robert Butler, who fell 
into the end zone with a de-
fender draped on his shoulders. 
Moments before the half ended. 
Brown marched the Bison 42 
yards to the Maryland seven, 
where the drive bogged down 
and Jackie Myers' field-goal at-
tempt was blocked. Twice dur-
ing the series, Brown darted out 
of the backfield, picking up siz-
able yardage to keep the Bison 
Qn the· move. 
"I started Brown because he's 
shown the most progress so tar, " 
coach TWman Sease said, glanc-
ing at the scoreboard as final 
proof. 
Following a third-period 
Maryland tumble recovered by 
Howard line b a c k Anthony 
Becks, the Bison marched 59 
yards in 11 plays before War-
ren Craddock nosed over from 
the one on fourth down. 
The two big plays in the drive 
were a pass from Brown to tight 
end Thomas Payne, good for 
20 yards and Craddock' s burst 
up the middle for 22 yards, 
culminating with the ball on the 
two. 
It wasn't all Brown. Howard's 
defensive unit put on a show of 
lts own, picking olf four inter-
ceptions, reeover1ng three 
tumbles and limiting Maryland's 
quarterback Harry Shropshire to 
slx completions in 21 attempts. 
Then, when Maryland did 
threaten, driving to the Howard 
seven early in the second quarter, 
the defense held as Hawk running 
back Joe Jackson was thrown for 
a yard loss on fourth down. 
STATISTICS 
Howard 
11 F irst downs 
86 Rushing yarfage 
74 Passing yardage 
54 Return yardage 
4· 11 · 1 Passes 
8·36 Punts 
1 Fumbl es lost 
79 Yards penalized 
Howard O 6 6 O 
Maryland O O 0 0 
M .·E . Sho rP. 
11 
87 
84 
48 
6·21 ·4 
4·30 
3 
85 
- 12 
- 0 
Howard-Butler (43, pass from B rownj 
Howard-Craddock (1, run) ; run f ailed 
It 
~ 
.. .. 
ain't 
peace! 
~ 
._,,.., ... 
• 
Defensive safety Johnnie Fairfax 
holds up two fingers , and ifs not 
for peace, as the Bison down 
Eastern Shore 12-0. 
THE HILLTOP 
• • • 
By Miiiard Arnold . 
Its very often the trivial things to "charities." With the Urban 
in 11.te that gives us our greatest League invited in, lt was as-
insight into people and personal!- sumed that they would handle 
tles. Trivial things like sports, the proceeds and distribute the 
which are usually dismissed as funds as they had done with 
"just a game." other games. 
Thls ls all the more sur- Then Davis began to grumble, 
prising, because critics never He didn't want any outsiders in 
seem to see that life is also a on the game. HE would handle 
game --- you play to win/lose the distributions to the various 
both, charities , and Howard didn't de-
Perhaps the single most re- serve any $7,500 just to drive 
deeming value of sports rest over 'to the stadium to play foot-
with the intensity in which it is ball. 
played. An intensity so feverish, Unable to c~me to terms with 
it affords a keen observer a rare Davis, the Ur f>an League with-
insight into the personalities of drew its support. Howard soon 
those so caught up in life's game followed, less than a month be-
within a game. fore the game was to have been 
Which brings us to the case in played. Davis filled a law suit 
point. Near the end of last seme- against Howard, and· went out and 
ster Lindsay Davis and asplr recruited Johnson C. Smith and 
ing ~romoter and si>orts edito; Virginia Union to play the game. 
for the New Observer, a weekly Then, three days before the 
newspaper headquartered on contest was to come off, a routine 
Florida Ave., sold Howard on the investigation revealed that Davis 
feasibility of playing a football had no rights to the stadium, 
game for charity in RFKStadium and had never filed for an ap-
oo Sept. 19. plication. In the mean time, 14 
Howard en thus i as tic a 11 y bus lods of students from Smith, 
agreed; arrangements were made and countless numbers more 
to switch the Maryland State from both schools who came on 
game from Princess Anne, Md., their own, were stranded in 
to the stadium, and the contest Washington with an empty sta-
was labeled the "Freedom dium. 
Classic." Football for freedom. Finally, the day before the 
It didn't take an awful lot of game, the contest was switched 
intelligenee (although Davis to Richmond, but the affair left 
missed tbe point) to forsee that a bad tast~ in everyone's mouth. 
Howard- Maryland State wasn't But the best was yet to come. 
going to sell out the 46,000 seats Davis, writing out of the New 
in RFK Stadium. The Urban Observer, accused Howard of 
League was invited in by Howard killing the Classic, and then at-
because of its past performance tacked President James Cheek. 
in handling s imilar type games "This man isn't the gentleman 
in New York between Morgan I pictured him to be •.. Any man 
State and Grambling, The two of this type should not be pres-
year series drew over 60,000 ident of any institution. 
fans per game. " I was told by one of his 
· According to the original firends from North Carolina that 
terms, the two schools were to he could ruin Howard because 
get 20 percent of the gate or of his tactics ... This is the worst 
a guarantee of $7,500, and the run school I have come in con-
remainding 60 percent was to go tact with •. .• " .He left a rather 
Coacli Vincent Lombardi of 
the W asl!rlngton Redskins died 
early this month at the age of 
57, following a four month battle 
with cancer. He served as an 
inspiration for the many players 
he coached, one of whom was Bart 
Starr, quarterback for the Green 
Bay . Packers. Lombardi guided 
them tp a record three 
st raight •NFL league titles 
and two Super Bowl vic-
tories . 
Following is Start 's tribute to 
the late Mr. Lombardi. 
"Everything I am as a man 
and a.5 a football player I owe 
to Coa1: :1 .:...omhardl," says 
Packer quarterback BartStarrin 
a moving tribute to the former 
Green Bay coaching great in the 
current issue of SPORT Maga-
zine. 
bardi,'' concludes Star r in the 
SPORT article, " will be his be-
lief in winning regardless of its 
relatife importance in the sea-
son. 
''In 1966, we finished the sea-
son against the Los Angeles Rams 
in L.A. We had the division titte 
won, so we were free and easy, 
but by beating us, the Rams 
could finish higher. So we had no 
incentive while the Rams did. 
In the dressing room before 
the game, coach told us: "If 
you give me anything less than 
your best, you're not only cheat-
- ing yourself, your coaches, your 
teammates and everything pro 
football stands for, you're cheat-
ing the maker who gave you that 
talent. we charged out and 
whipped those Rams and I'm sure 
no game we ever played for Coach 
'Lombardi gave him more satis-
faction." 
Page 17 
ambiguous line, stating: "This 
man is as lqw as any man in 
the street. Some have better 
judgement than he has in greet-
ing people.'' One wonders· 1! he 
was referring Ito Cheek, Dr. Carl Anderson was next 
unaer tne gun. " His vice presi-
dent Dr. Carl Anderson talks 
llke a qian who hasn't received 
any type of degree •••. " 
Davis has pr<>mised more on 
Howard, stating that he would 
keep something in the paper each 
week on some aspect of Howard 
life. And yet ,all of this is over 
sports, the trivial things in 11.te. 
1 
Fran~ Spells 
named Bison 
• cage captain 
• 
Departing from his normal tra-
dition of naming captains at the 
end of the s~ason just ·played, 
basketball coach Marshall Emery 
announced that Frank Spells, 6-
foot-4 inch junior from York, 
Pa., will captain the Bison the 
upcomtng year. 
Spells was chosen as Howard's 
Most Valuabl~jPlayer last spring, 
and was selected to the Washing-
ton All - Metropolitan honorable 
mention team by area sports-
writers. 
The figureit show why. Spell 
led Howard irl five of eight sta-
tistical categories , and was ·sec-
ond in the remaining three. He 
was the team's top scorer with 
a 16.3 per game aver age; in goals 
attempted wfth 292; in most goals 
scored with 162; in free throws 
attempted with 119; and tree 
throws made with 80. 
He was second in fielq e:oal 
accuracy, totil rebounds and in 
rebounding a~erage. Spells had 
his best out~ut against North 
Carolina Central University with 
30 points. His best all-round 
' performance was against arch-
rival Morgan State College as he 
scored 22 points and pulled down 
I 7 rebounds. 1 
Spells cam~ to Howard fol-
lowing a two~ear hitch with the 
U.S. Army in ?ermany. He was a 
starting forw~rd on the u.s. All 
Star team which won the world-
wide SHAPE tournament. 
"He's the man who t;iught me 
almost everything I know about 
football, leadership, and lite," 
continues Starr. "He took 
a kid and made a man out of 
him.'' Maybe I could have done 
it myself, but I know the debt 
ot gratitude I owe. 
l . 1 ' . 
AMERICAN SUN ENTERPRISES 
"He made us champions 
through disciplined execution. 
His formula was: keep it simple, 
He belieYed that sheer repeti-
tion made a player's response 
to a given situation a conditioned 
renex. 
•·But coach Lombardi taught 
me more than execution," Starr 
goes on. "He showed me the 
meaning and value of mental 
toc~bness. He once said that he 
thought I was too 'nice to ·~ver 
become a winning <11arterback. 
'"But after awhile, the Lom-
bardi way became second nature 
to me. Coach proved to me that 
a man can be passionate and 
gracious and genuine off the field, 
but such laudable human qua-
lities need not atteet his play 
on the field. • 
•;Perhaps my most pertinent 
re :.:,,i:eetton of Coach Lorn-
• 
• 
• 
" 
TEXTILE PRINTERS 
• 
Attention: Fraternities, Sororities, and other groups , 
TEE-SHIRTS AND SWEAT SHIRTS 
I 
d . • ol printed in any esign, quantity, size or c or 
For rapid 4-day service contact (collect) 
ALEXANDER KAZMARCK' Jr. 
(609) 399-2155 
If no answer: 1399-1178 
J 
' 
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• Monday morning quarterback 
• By Norm Brown 
Non-believers have already 
labeled Howard's 12-0 victory 
over the University of Maryland 
Eastern Shore (Maryland State), 
a "fiuke." Howard played above 
its head, they really aren't good. 
Well, the Bison players hear all 
that and just keep on workifig 
harder. Nobody gave us a chance 
against Maryland, and we realize 
that we have not converted any-
one over to Howard's side. 
• 
UM ls always a big team, so 
our original intentions were to 
be in top physical condition, lim-
it our errors and take advan-
tage of theirs. Because of UM 's 
size up the middle, we planned 
to go around them, but the first 
series or plays changed that. 
we found out that we could run 
up the middle after all, that we 
would be able to pass deep as 
well as short, and most of all, 
that there ls a big difference 
between 260-powids on paper and 
260-pounds on a football field. 
our ground game was working 
because our interior lineman 
were quicker, and the UM's line-
backers were not as strong as 
anticipated. The first series 
proved to our linemen the 260-
pounds is of no use if you can't 
move it. Our guards and tackles 
proved that by moviilg the UM 
linemen around at will. 
our pa5sing game was effec-
tive because UM singled cover-
aged our receivers---they used 
only one defensive back on each 
receiver. Our handicap the first 
quarter was the wind which blew 
into our face and made the long 
pas undesirable • 
One of our biggest offensive 
weapons last week was our de-
fense. The mark of a great de-
fense is not only it's ability to 
limit the opposition's scoring-, 
rut to give the offense the ball 
at a position on the field where 
they can score. 
The Bison defense, our ac-
cepted forte, time and again gave 
the ottense excellent field posi-
tion through recovering tumbles, 
intercepting passes and playing 
tough, solid, defense. 
Tomorrow's opponent will be 
V1rguua union of Richmond. 
Union comes to town riding the 
prestige of being the favorite 
to win the northern division of the 
CIAA. 
Union is a big, tough, physical 
team with a reported base or ~o 
returning letterman. They start-
ed last year slow, but finished 
strongly, beating then undefeated 
North Carolina Central Univers~ 
ity. Central later went to the 
Bard walk Bowl in Atlantic City. 
Tomorrow's game offers 
plenty of excitment because Un-
ion must win to maintain it's 
role of divisional powerhouse 
folowing the Panthers' 30-17 
lost to Johnsons C. Smith last 
week. 
Howard ls still fired- up abodt 
a penalty riddled 32-0 lost in 
Richmond last year. 
Syracuse reinstates 
eight suspended Blacks 
SYRACUSE, N. Y., Sept. 22 
(AP)-Elght black athletes sus-
pended from the Syracuse Uni-
versity football squad have been 
reinstated on the recommenda-
tion of head coach BenSchwartz-
walder, it was announced late 
today. 
the university's sports informa-
tion o!fice, which quoted Univers-
ity Chancellor John E. Corbally 
Jr. as saying he had accepted 
Schwartzwalder's recommenda-
tion. 
A university spokesman said 
Schwartzwalder took the action 
after a squad vote late today. 
Results of the vote were not 
available immediately. 
The athletes were suspended 
from the squad after boycotting 
practices early in spring train-
ing. 
Schwartzwalder said high uni-
versity officials had recommena-
ed the reinstatement at the team 
meeting tonight. He said it was 
predicted to the squad members 
that if they did not take some 
positive action toward restoring 
the players, the possibility 
existed that Saturday's game with 
the University of Kansas would 
not be played. 
The coach also said the re-
instatement of the black players 
would have little effect on the 
game plan for Saturday. He 
pointed out that the reinstated 
players would need a full day 
to go through physical examina-
tions and said they would have to 
work out three days without pads 
to make sure NCAA rules are 
not violated. 
Corbally also said he was ap-
pointing a turstee-faculty-stu-
dent committee to investigate 
the blacks' charges of racial 
discrimination by the Syracuse 
athletic department and the foot-
ball coaching staff. 
Corbally said most of the com-
mittee members had accepted 
their appointments and that their 
names would be disclosed in a 
few days. 
The committee will meet on ' 
a tight schedule and prepare 
a comprehensive report, he said. 
4¢ THE COPY CENTER 3¢ 4427 LEHIGH ROAD 
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''Deacon'' preaches offense this year 
• By Lena Wlllblms 
... . ~ . - " .. 
. ' 
.. -~~~ -- ' ~~....-' .. 
. . .... ~ .. \,ftmt;~ ~-· . ' 
Larry (Deacon) Jones fonner defensive tackle has switched to offense 
to bolster a weak front line. If 11xlod1• l'hu to . 
SCOREBOARD 
HOWARD12 
Federal City 24 
North Carolina A & T 24 
Virginia State 7 
Winston-Salem 46 
Frostburgh state 27 
Morgan State 15 
J.S. Smith 30 
Unv. of Md. Easter Shore o 
Shaw University 26 
South Carolina State 28 
Elizabeth City 6 
Hampton 20 
St. Paul's College 6 1 
Norfolk State 7 I 
Virginia Union 17 
HOW ARD at home against Virginia Union 
North Carolina ~ & T at Florida A & M 
Winston Salem at St. Paul's 
Elizabeth City at Norfolk State 
Virginia State at Univ. Md. Eastern Shore 
Fayetteville State at Fort Valley State 
Shaw at Hampton Institute 
Tuskegee Institute at J. c. Smith 
Delaware State at Monclair State 
North Carolina Central vs Alcorn A & w at Phlla. 
• 
Arnold heads sports staff 
for second st·raight year 
For the second straight year 
the HILLTOP sports staff will 
be under the direction of editor 
Millard Arnold. 
A ~enior, Arnold has a wealth 
of journalism experience; be ts 
currently a staff reporter forthe 
Washington Post newspaper, and 
was a reporter for the Evening 
Star. Arnold has had many of 
his articles published in national 
magazines, and during the sum-
mer taught journalism at Ameri-
can University. 
Jim Copes, the assistant sports 
editor, also brings professional 
experience to the staff. He is a 
reporter for the Evening Star 
and formerly worked with the 
Daily News. This year he will 
alternate with Arnold as the fea-
ture columnist as wem as pro-
vide coverage on football. 
Norm Brown, baseball writer 
last year, and now starting quar-
t&rback for the football team, 
wlll again cover baseball, but 
this year his duties have bet!n ex-
panded and he will offer inside 
information on each week's up-
coming football game. 
Another member of the foot-
ball team, Shirrell (Tiny) Ogden, 
will cover basektball this year 
and provide feature material o~ 
various sporting events. 
Paddy Sigman will be back for 
her second year as a feature writ-
er, but promises more color t 
interviewing instructors, facility 
and students who all have one 
thing in common - sistei:hood. 
Lena Williams, another feature 
writ~r, will have one ofthehard-
est assignments on the staff this 
year, as she will be searching 
out efforts on the part of the 
Howard athletic department to 
relate sports to the commwiity 
and will tentatively work on a 
story to point out the values of 
sports to a black nation. 
Jules Trapp, kickoff return 
specialist on the football squad, 
joins the staff as a roving sports 
reporter who will wicover behind 
the scenes stories on Howard 
sports, as well as offer pene-
trating comments on sports in 
general. 
Garry Miller, perhaps tne 
finest swimmer in the CIAA will 
be trying out new talents this year 
as he becomes the HILLTOP'S 
swimming expert. . 
Leroy Lashley, who joined the 
st!df late last year wlll be the 
soccer writer replacing Noel Tall 
who has since graduated. Lashley· 
who won many friends for his 
cricket coverage, wlll be out to-
convert others to the most pop-
ular sport in the world. 
'Rnrkmond Pollard. now in law 
&chool, wW handle wrestling a-
gain when ever studies permit. 
Another one-sport writer will be. 
Mike Daniels who will cover Judo 
for the HILL TOP. 
The attitude this year ls that 
Howard wlll have an imeroved 
football team. In an effprt to 
strengthen the offensive ltne, the 
coaching staff has moved, Law-
rence "Deacon" Jones from his 
regular defensive tackle 1>9sitlon 
to offensive tackle. +. 
·Jones, a 6'3" 240 lb. ,junior 
received his nickname "Deacon" 
because of his style resemllllance 
to the Los Angelas Rams· defen-
sive end Dave Deacon JC? n es. 
When asked how he feels abOut the 
move, Jones said, "I was rpoved 
because the offensive line was a 
Utile weak and the coach thought 
that I could add strength to the 
line. 1 
Replacing Jones in h1S olct 
position in s·bl.rrel Ogden, ~6' 10" 
335 lb. Jtmior at Howard • .Ogden 
bas the speed and the weight to 
effectively fill this position. 
The "Deacon" aJ~o •has a 
chance to make CIAA this year 
and he feels the change will not 
hinder his chances. "The only 
difference in the positions is that 
an offensive tackle can't' use 
his hands and a defensive tackle 
can. I played both positions in 
high school so no major a~just­
ments have to be made." ' 
Johnnie Fairfax, Jone's! team 
and roommate commented on his 
roomie. "They needed help on the 
offensive line to boost blbcking 
for our quarterback and Jones 
could do the job. The switch 
will give the offensive line and 
team an added lift." 
Howard's first game l was 
played Saturday aga1nst Mary1ano 
State. Howard won the game 12 
to o. The opposition pr6bably · 
tested Jones ability at his new job thinking they could find an 
inexperienced ballplayer. How-
ever, they were up agai9st a 
player who fits in with the 
quote, "When th e gOinlJ gets 
tough, the tough get : gping." 
Rams pickf~'l 
to win 
Supt~r Bo l 
The tough Los Angeles ~ams, 
led by quarterback nomap Ga-
briel, should battle their Y'ay to 
the pro football champibnship 
in the Super Bowl, according to 
an exclusive poll of mo~ than 
1000 pro grid players aJ)pear-
ing in the currentissueofSPORT 
Magazine. "' 
The poll, in which the players 
are asked to predict league stand- · 
ings and top individual perfor-
mers in various categories, ls 
similar to SPORT'S annual poll-
ing of major league baseball 
players. f 
With pro football re<~li~ed in 
the completion of the NFti.-AFL 
merger, this ls the way the 
players see the standings1 in the 
new division. In the AFC'~ Eas- . 
tern oivtsion, the Co~s are 
picked oy a narrow ma g10 to 
nip the Jets in the st dings. 
Cleveland ts expected run 
away with the Central U~e and 
Kansas City is a slim Jchoice 
to edge the Raiders in the West. 
The NFC standings, ~ccord­
ing to the SPORT poll, show 
Dallas a heavy favorite over 
Washington in the East, Min-
nesota a top-heavy choice over 
Detroit in the Central D~vislon, 
and Los Angeles a no-contest 
winner over San Francisco and 
the rest of the west. I · 
In SPORT magazine's 'listing 
for the top individual ~rmera 
in 1970, quarterback Dat1le La-
monica of Oakland is eipected 
to eal"\l "Most Valuable ~layer" 
honors in the AFC and the Rams' 
Gabriel is the NFC pick. 
Some of the other Uk ly in-
dividual standouts, accor~ing to 
the players, will be Joe Namath 
(AFC-Jets) and Sonny ~rgen­
sen (NFC-Redskins), top pas-
sers, Leroy Kelly(AFC-B~wns) 
and Gale Sayers (NFC-Bears), 
top runners, and Paul Warfield 
(AFC-Dolphins) and CHARLEY 
TAYLOR (NFC-Redsk~), top 
receivers. 
.. 
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Football team roster 
AN DERSON, Zaniel 5 . 8 Soph. Washington, D.C. 
BECKS, Anthony S · I 1 Soph. S. Pleasant, \1<.I. 
Veteran defensive unit to f '!ce U nfon 
BELL. Melvi n 6 . 3 Soph. 
BELL. Ronald 5. 10 Soph. 
BEST. Q. Jerome s . 8 Soph. 
BROOKS, Ritchie s . 6 Soph.-
BROWN, Norman 5 . 9 Soph. 
BRO\\'N, Wilbur 5 · I 0 Jr. 
BRYANT, James 6 . 0 Soph. 
BURKE, Gordon 6 . 4 Sr. 
BUTLER. Robert 5 · I 0 Jr. 
BUTLER, Willie S · I 0 Svph. 
CAMERON, Festus 6 . 2 Sr. 
COPELAND. Michael 6 . 2 Jr. 
FAIRFAX, Johnnie s . 6 Jr. 
FORTSON. James s . 5 Soph. 
GRAY, Barry 5 . 9 Soph . 
GREENFIELD. Walter 6 . 3 Jr. 
JONES, Joseph 6 . 2 Soph . 
JONES. Lawren<.:e 6 . 3 Jr. 
LONG. Brenson 5 · I 0 tJ r. 
MABRA, Ronald s . 8 Soph. 
\11LLHOUSE. Charles 6 . s Jr. 
MOTLEY, Richard 6 . 2 Jr. 
MYERS, Jackie 5 · I I Jr. 
PLUMMER, Artis 5. 10 Sop I •. 
RIDLEY, Frank 5 . ~ 
STEVEN. S. James S · I -f 
TAYLOR. 111omas R. s 10 
THOMPSON. Herbert S · I U 
TRAPP. Jules 5 . 6 
WALKER, Jame~ 6 · I 0 
\VlLLIAMS. Ronnie 6 . 2 
\\1LLIAMS. \\'ilfrcd 6 I 
DI AL. Gerald 5 · I 0 
SCOTT. Fleming 
• 
Charlotte, N.C. 
\\'ashington, D.C. 
Washington, D.C. 
Charlotte, N .C. 
Winston Salem, N:c. 
Paterson, N.J. 
Wilmington, Del. 
Colum bia, Ga. 
Washington, D.C' 
Shreveport, La. 
Durham. N.C. 
Winsten Salem, N .C. 
Paterson, N.J. 
Haines City, Fla. 
Newark, N.J. 
Washington, D.C. 
Paterson, N .J. 
Rustburg, Va. 
Roanoake, \ "a. 
Talladega. Ala. 
Washington, D.C. 
F. Orange, N.J. 
Columbia, S.C. 
Durhan1. N.C. 
Washington, 0.C. 
Paterson. N.C. 
Danville, Va. 
Clinton. S.C. 
Bropkly n, N. Y. 
Newark, N .J. 
Brooklyn. N.Y. 
Brooklyn.~.\ . 
l'it1sburgJ1. Pa. 
Creal Neck, N.Y. 
• 
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by linebacke rs Festus Cameron, 
Anthony Becks and J ames 
Stevens, will highlight this year's 
squad as Howard prepares for 
tomorrow's home opener against 
Virginia Union. 
The Bison lost onl v Donald 
Ware from the defensive sec-
ondary, and Larr y (Deacon) 
Jones, who was switched to of-
fensive. Gordon Burke 6-foot-4 
and Wilbur Brown will man tne 
defensive ends, while 6-5, 285-
poind Charles Milhouse and 6-6, 
325-pound Shirrell Ogden will be 
at the defensive tackle spots. 
• Johnnie Fairfax and Ron Mabra 
are the key men in the sec-
ondary, aided by captain Jim my 
\.Valker and freshman Bruce Wll-
liams. The returns specialist 
will again be Jules Trapp, the 
sensational open field runner. 
As good as the defense may 
he, to win ball games , some-
one has put points on the score-
board. Head coach TillmanSease 
has the sticky problem of find-
ing a quarter back form four gifted 
s ignal callers in Norm Brown, 
~ ........ ............. 
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" A tough trio o f line backers. Festus Ca1ne ron . J:uncs Stevens and Anthony Beckc;; will be i111portant factor~ 
in tomorrow's gan1e agai nst Union. P//oru by 1r11 
Fornier H U star 
riow swim coach 
By Ga ry Mille r 
\Va are now entering a new 
s chool year and a new decade. 
Howard University appears to 
be heading in the proper direc-
tion in becoming a Black Uni-
versity with the addition of many 
new Black Instructors in various 
departments of the University·. 
In the Athletic Departm~nt, the 
adm inistration has appointed a 
new Swim ming Coach, the third 
in thr ee years. Eric Garrison, 
251 a graduate of Howa rd Uni-
versity, a former swim star, 
and a third year student at Ho-
ward University's Law School 
has accept"ed the position of Swim 
Coach for the 1970-71 season. 
Coach Gar rison is new to the 
coaching profession, but has been 
influenced by one of the best 
swimming coaches in the coun-
try, Clar ence 1\1. Pendleton, Jr. 
Garrison plans to follow Pendle-
ton's basic outline for workouts 
adding his personal reflections. 
In the past, because of a lack 
of cominunication with the 
Athlectic Administrators, the de-
partment has lost three coaches . 
This obstacle will be challenged 
by Garrison in the next few 
weeks. Many . meetings will be 
scheduled with those responsible 
for his appointment. 
Coach Garrison will have to 
attend to many minor duties in 
order to get the swimming sea-
son started in the right direc-
tion. Working on a swim ming 
schedule, ordering of equipment, 
and arranging for pool repairs 
are just some the responsibili-
ties which accompanies the job 
as coach. 
Ten veterans will be return-
ing to the pool-side this year. 
Unable to recruit new swimmers 
because of his late appointment, 
he hopes there will' be a large 
turn-out for this year ' s tryouts. 
If there is anyone interested 
in joining the .Swim Team, he 
should leave his name and 
address with Charles Simmons 
In 206 Drew Hall. 
Leo Miles appointed 
Howard athletic i I 
' 
' By Jim Cope ' 
If you watched the Baltimore 
Colts - San Diego Chargers game 
on channel 4 Sunday, you couldn' t 
miss Howard's new athletic di-
rector, Leo !lliles, who doubles 
as a National Football League 
head linesmw. 
The Sept. 1 appointment of 
Miles indicates a definite ad-
ministrative effort to strengthn 
Howard's disoriented, and long-
disunited athletic department. 
!\Illes, an exceptionally inten-
s ive and charming individual, is 
a w ashington, D. C. native. He 
was an All-City baseball player, 
and while an All-City quarter-
back, played on Cardozo High 
School's championship football 
teams in the late 1940's , which 
undefeated while he played, 
He obtained his B.S. and Mas -
ter s degrees in Phys. Ed, from 
Virginia State, where he was 
All- CIAA quarterback in his 
sophomore and junior years, and 
sparked Va. State's CIA A- Cham-
pionship team in his senior year 
as an All-American fullback. 
Miles was also a two-year 
member of the Aij - Armyfootball 
team and was named to the ser-
vices' All-France team. After 
his military obligation was ful-
filled, he played for the NFL 
N. Y. Giants before directing his 
skills to coaching. 
After terms as teacher at Boy's 
Jr.-Sr. High School for emo-
tionally disturbed students in 
Washington, and Va. State, as 
asst. football coach, Miles re-
turned to Washington to teach at 
Bell Vocatibnal. 
He coached the football team 
to a 3-4 record in his first year 
(1959), which at the time was 
the best record in the school's 
history. He easily surpassed that 1 
record the next year, his te3iin ! 
ta.king the division champions~p. ! 
The Vocats pulled off an '1111- / 
equaled three consecutive city · 
championships (1964-66) to es- / 
tablish Miles as the most suc-1 
i 
cessful football coach in the his-
tory of D. c. high schools. 
l\11les left Bell in Nov, 1967 
to become an assistant principal 
at Lincoln Jr. Higlll, whic:h was 
suffering from severe disciplin-
ary problems. 
Leo l\1iles is a winner. With 
the kind of athletic and admini-
strative credentials that he pos-
sesses, his acquisition is a major 
s tep forwar d towar d the better-
ment of Howard's athletic pro-
gr am. 
In a conversation last week, 
l\1iles expressed awareness of the 
problems of the embattled Phys. 
Ed. and Athletic departments. 
Stating his plan for Howard to 
achieve excellence in athletics, 
he said that his ilrst pr iority 
is to "get the de,partment to-
gether. · · 1 
"It has been my experience," 
said l\tlles , "that 1f everyone 
cooperates, and develop a spirit 
of togetherness, there will be less 
conflict of interest in the pno_-
gr am." 
Other priorities inclµded de-
. veloping a tutorial program for 
athletes, and r ecruiting more 
local talent. 
Miles also expects continued 
' ~dministration support in the 
never-ending quest for money to 
support Howard's athletic oro-
gram. 
Welfare 
(conrtinued from Page 8) 
ings will provide a better ,educ-
ation. The Welfave Rights Or-
. ganization feels that giving child-
ren books and supplies provides 
better education. 
Goodman asserted that the 
School of Social Work should join 
in the struggle for the W el!are 
Ri g hts Organize.tion. "More 
Heward Students in the strugle 
fo'r welfare mothers are wel-
come, 11 be concluded. 
By Millal'd Arnold 
A veteran defensive unit lPd 
Michael Copeland, J ames Bryant, 
and Jim my Fortson. 
Brown opened the season 
against the University of '.\1ary-
land Eastern Shore, and directed 
the Bison to a 12-0 victory. The 
running backs are s mall but 
plentiful. Freshman Warren 
Craddocks appears to have won 
a starting job with his play against 
i'.\lar yland last week. 
Others who will push him will 
be Ronald Bell. last season's 
rushing leade-r, · Willie Harrell, 
Frank Ridley who missed last 
week 's game with an injury, and 
Nate Ingrahm. 
The receivers ar e Berry Gray, 
Robert Butler and freshman tight 
end Thomas Payne. Others who 
could fit in here are Dennis l\lobs-
ley and Joe Jones. 
Still , the big question is on the 
offensive. line, where Sease had 
to move his best defensive tackle 
and all-CIAA candidate, Larry 
Jones to offensive. 
The rest of the line will be 
composed of Richard l\lotley at 
center, Robert Laml.Jert at the 
Football, sorct)r 
a <I <I 11e1r co <1r11 t> .~ 
By Mit!ard Arnold 
In i 11uni i>er of r·oat hing ap-
pointments durin~ the sun mer, 
tlif' footb,1ll team addt> 1 line coach 
Ed \\'y<' he, Godfre) Revis and 
Donald Ware, while lhe soccer 
team picked up Lincoln Phillips 
of the \\'ashi..ngton Da rts . 
\\'yche comes to Howard from 
l\IcKinley Tech High School where 
he was also the line coach for 
the Trainers. lie was responsible 
for producing .\11- '.\letropolitian 
tackle Freddie Underwood and 
two All- lnterhigh selections in 
defensive end James Buckmon 
and tackle Jerome Hodge . 
\Vith Howard, his task will 
to be to rebuild an offensive 
line a round the play cf All -
CI A A candidate, tackle Larry 
(Deacon) Jones. 
Revis and Ware are already 
familiar to most of the Howard 
co mmunity. Revis will handlethe 
offensive receivers , while \\'are 
will coach the defensive sec-
ondary. 
Revis holds all of Howard's 
pass catching records for single 
game, season and career per-
formances. Last season, his final 
as a Bison, he led Howard in pass 
receptions with 42, finishing third 
in the conference. In the pros-
sess, he set a new school record 
in yards with 543. 
War e. who also finished his 
collegiate car eer last year, was 
the team's defensive standout at 
safety all four years while he 
was at Howard and was selectea 
to the second team .\.1-CIAA 
squad in 1968. 
A brilliant free.safety, he aver-
aged almost four interceptions · 
per year, and won a trial with 
the \Vashington Redskins. !bot 
problems forced him . to quit, 
although he had looked impres-
sive in his shot stay with the 
pro team. 
He brings his experience and 
working knowledge with the Red-
skins to Howard to help the 
Bh•· •· ,5.~condary . 
.. Phillips, a native of Trinidad, 
adds an international flavor to 
the Howard coaching s taff. He 
joins the soccer team following 
a fantastic season with the Darts, 
in which he was named All-Star 
goalie in the North American 
Soccer League. 
During one stretch last year, 
he went 12 straight periods with 
out a goal being scored on him. 
He was one of three w ashington 
Darts that m ad e the trip to 
Chicago to play against Santos 
of Brazil which featured the 
world's greatest soccer player• 
Pele, the Black Pearl. 
He will aid coach r ed Cham-
bers ln an effort to bring Ho-
ward the NC AA soccer champion-
ship, 
i 
other tackle, Ger alJ Dial at one 
guard and Willie M~ghee at the 
other. J ackie Myers will handle 
place kicking and puhting duties. 
The Bison slate hadn•t gotten 
any easier this year, as Howard 
dropped cream-puff~, St. P aul 's 
College and Cheyney ~tate , to add 
Virginia State and Maryland State 
(University of JlvtaryEand Eastern 
Shore). l 
\ Any hopes ~or 4 s uccessful 
season rest on hqw well Ho-
ward c?mes throug~ their first 
five games physicaljly. On suc-
cessive weekends, th~ Bison meet 
i\lar yland, Virginia Union, Vir-
ginia State, Delawafe State and 
West Virginia State College. 
All are big and ex~el'lenced, 
and a victory overj. any one of 
the last four will bl! an added 
incentive for the remainder of 
thE} schedule. 
1 
· l 
Footba,'I 
S <· 11 e (I t1 11 ~ 
Sept 19 
Sep t 26 
Oct 3 
Oct 10 
Oct 17 
Oct ~4 
Oct 31 
~UC 7 
J 
at Maryla~d Stale 
Virginia Union 
- .• . . 1 
a t V 1rg1111a State 
I Oela\\·are State 
JI West Yjrginia State 
Fisk Univer:-. it ~· in 
RFK Stadiu1n 
t Ho1neco1n i11g) 
at Han1pto11 ln:-tituk· 
Lirn ingst~llli.' College 
Nov 14 al Moreh<lu~c College 
13 0 () t ( \ .. ~ (. t• s 11 
'.\I t • S t • '.\I ~i ,. , . " s 
t.2 . 
..... 111_ () J> .. 11 (\.. . . 
By Leroy L~shley 
Ho;vard, with a drushing 4- 2 
victory over i\lount St. i\lary's 
last Saturday at ~ the Howard 
Stadium, began the Jl 970 soccer 
season on a very impressive note. 
The Booters recent11· acquired 
forwards Keith :\qui and Alvin 
Henderson, were th~stars of the 
game. These two p ayers with a. 
wealth of soccer exp rlence from 
their native countr:> , Trindad, 
each netted two of the teams' 
four goals. 
Although well conditioned •. the 
l\lount St. i\Iary's r:ilayers were 
at no time in full dontrol of the 
game, and the agile Aqui and 
Henderson found no difficulty in 
opening loops in tlieir defense, 
and a's a result scorred four clas-
sic goals. ·. 
The Boote rs • def nse, on the 
other hand, smotheredSt. ~lary's 
counter-attacking offense, except 
for two occasions w~en they con-
ceded two goals . 1 • 
Yet the Booters domination was 
so complete that it !left no doubt 
as to the tremendou5 soccer po-
tential that the tear possesses 
this year. . 
Sept 19 
Sept 26 
· Oct 3 
Oct 17 
Oct 2 1 
6ct 26 
Oct 27 
Oct 28 
Oct 31 
~ov 7 
Nov 19-
2 1 
:~ < 1V 26-
1;1 
Dec 3:5 
I 
Soccer Schedule 
Mount SL l "ary 's 
at Warren ~1ilson College 
University fof Maryland 
(Home~1ming) 
Newark Engineering 
College 
J Georgeto~n 
at Morgan S tate College 
George Washington 
::t Catholi) 
Lincoln U~iversity 
Davir. Elkihs University 
NCAA Regionals 
NCAA Quarterfinals 
NCAA Finals 
·I ' 
I 
AGNEW IS ANT,SEMANTIC 
. bumper stick,rs, 50c 
3/$1.00. sor 1786, 
. Wheaton, ,Md. 20906 
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Tr mks, suitcases, boxes, :lild 
traditional ly puzzled facial ex-
pressions were a common scene 
in recent '' e~ks as hundreds of 
"youn1;, gifted, and Black' • fresh-
ment hit Howard's campus. 
Campus Pals were on hand to 
greet many of the newcomers 
and help them through their first 
hectic days. Soon after their ar-
rival, freshmen were caught up 
in a variety of social and ed-
ucational events. 
In an opening Orientation as-
sembly, Friday, President James · 
Cheek encouraged the class of 
'74 to "participate in education" 
rather than to seek one. Dr. 
Cheek pledged his assistance to 
the students and introduced key 
administrators and personnel 
who would also be insturmental 
in their quest for awareness. 
HUSA President Michael Harris 
and Campus Pal Chairman Rohert 
.. . ~ • ..  ·· 
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\Vil Iiams .1lso '.ltldressed the stu- upperclassmen as well as fresh-
dents. men. During the three-hour 
The mood took a downbeat on crtiise down the Potomac, stu-
Saturday afternoon with a picnic dents wre entertained by a live 
that featured ster eo sounds for band, "The Instant Groove,,, and 
dancing and such soul fixin's as by the demonstrations of Omega 
fried chicken and potato salad. Psi Phi, Alpha Phi Alpha, and 
l\Iany of the frosh men found it Delta Sigma Theta. 
an ideal time to r ap on some A Howard sweatshirt and blue 
s ister they had been checking out, jeans came off as the favorite 
while many of the frosh women campus attire at Tuesday night's 
seized the time to model their fashion show. "All the Kings 
latest fall fashions . ll1en," entertained the Cramton 
crowd until Campus Pals entered 
Sunday morning found many of 
the class at church services modeling -student-approved wear ft">r class. e:ame. or r:iharet. 
in Hankin Chapel, where Dean The frosh had their patience 
Cr awford posed the question: tested in "Howard bureaucr acy" 
"Semester- Time and the Livin at Thursday's registration for 
Is. . . ?" Freshmen got some all new entr.ants . Lines, lines, 
lessons in oppression Sunday and more lines _seemed to be 
night, when they viewed the prize- the order of the day. 
winning film , "The Battle of By last Monday, freshmen were 
Algiers. " -~ ncr longer newcomers, but _part • 
The annual boatride !\-Ionday of the giant Howard mass, caught 
night proved to be papular with up in Change of Program. 
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